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Key
     figuresKEY FIGURES 

The fi nancial year of Retail Estates runs from 1 April to 31 March. The key fi gures below are consolidated fi gures 

incorporating the subsidiaries Retail Estates Luxemburg sa, Brimmo nv, Retail Warehousing bvba, Kairo nv and 

Wickes Land Development nv. 

   

TOTAL PORTFOLIO 31/03/07 31/03/06

Total shop premises (incl. Distri-Land) 242 202

Total lettable area in m2 (incl. Distri-Land) 252 727 204 629

Estimated fair value in EUR (incl. Distri-Land) 247 399 000 182 942 000

Estimated investment value in EUR (incl. Distri-Land) 254 215 000 188 182 000

Total annual rental income on 31 March 2007 (incl. Distri-Land) 18 895 000 14 804 000

Average rent prices per m2 (incl. Distri-Land) 74.76 72.35

Occupancy rate 98.80% 98.69%

BALANCE SHEET INFORMATION

Shareholders’ equity 147 091 000 133 169 000

Debt ratio RD 21 June 2006 (max 65%) in % 43.64% 34.73%

  

RESULTS 

Net rental income 15 656 000 14 347 000

Rental related costs -153 000 -133 000

Property result 15 548 000 14 291 000

Property charges -1 193 000 -1 207 000

General costs and other operation cost and income -1 291 000 -1 176 000

Operation result before result on the portfolio 13 063 000 11 908 000

Result on the portfolio 13 667 000 10 836 000

Operating result 26 730 000 22 744 000

Financial result -3 514 000 -3 202 000

Net result 23 024 000 19 470 000

DATA PER SHARE

Number of shares 3 568 952 3 568 724

Number of shares entitled to dividend 3 568 952 3 568 724

Net asset value (fair value) 41.21 37.32

Net asset value (fair value) excl. dividend 38.83 35.02

Net asset value (investment value) 43.12 38.79

Gros dividend per share 2.38 2.30

Net dividend per share 2.02 1.97

Gross dividend yield on closing price 5.10% 5.0%

Net dividend yield on closing price 4.33% 4.2%

Closing price on closing date 46.70 45.76

Average price 44.52 41.97

Evolution of share price during the fi nancial year +2.25% +25.12%

Over-/undervaluation on net asset value (fair value) excl. dividend (in %) 14.65% 19.84%
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LETTER TO THE SHAREHOLDERS

Dear Sir/Madam,

Investments in retail property were in the interests of both individual and institutional investors again in the 

past fi nancial year. The peripheral retail property market also saw signifi cant increases in value due to lower 

yield expectations. For Retail Estates nv this translated on the one hand into higher purchase prices for new 

acquisitions but also into an important increase in the value of its property portfolio. In the past fi nancial 

year Retail Estates nv acquired 31 retail premises, which translates into a substantial rise in the current net 

result by EUR 0.73 million to EUR 9.36 million and a rise in the property portfolio by EUR 64,45 million.

We observe further growth in the number of potential tenants in the rental market. This movement is being 

fed by the exodus of certain retail activities from the city centre to the outskirts of the city. These companies 

are attracted by the lower rental prices in such locations and facilities for peripheral retailing. As retail 

premises are only being built to a limited extent at good locations, these players push rental prices to a 

higher level. This translates into higher rents and an excellent occupancy rate (98.80%) for Retail Estates nv. 

This does not take away from the fact that an investor in retail property still has to pay particular attention 

to situations where there is a local oversupply or a weakening of the retail market, plus the profi tability of its 

tenants, as no certainties exist in this fi eld either.

The interest climate also demands special attention. Retail Estates nv is now reaping the benefi ts of its 

conservative policy on hedging against interest rate risks. Speculation on the development of short term 

interest has already been avoided for years. Long-term loans (up to 10 years) and the fi xing of the interest 

rate for the full period of the loans have also been selected for the latest acquisitions. Current loans were 

also extended so that the average period and the cost of external fi nancing improved.

The development of new retail premises for our own account is being boosted further and the management 

team has been expanded accordingly. 
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The above-mentioned factors have been refl ected in our results. The operating result rose by 17.52% to EUR 

26.73 million, mainly due to the extension of the property portfolio. A capital appreciation of EUR 13.67 was 

recorded on our property during the annual revaluation by our property experts. Of this a capital appreciation 

of EUR 1.82 million arose through the development by Retail Estates nv of projects for its own account. No real 

estate was sold during the past fi nancial year.

The stock market price of our shares is continuing to climb: Retail Estates nv followed the market trend 

with a rise of 2.25% and the share stabilised at a high level. The price trend was supported by the increase 

in the share’s net asset value, which grew from EUR 37.32 to EUR 41.21. In line with previous fi nancial years, 

the Board of Directors proposes to distribute the greater proportion of the recurrent operating result. The 

proposed dividend is EUR 8.50 million. The dividend per share rises in this hypothesis by 3.48% from EUR 2.30 

per share to EUR 2.38 per share.

Continuing attention is being paid in the new fi nancial year 2007/2008 to extending the property portfolio, 

where the long term goals in terms of yield and value creation are prominent. In line with this, an important 

acquisition was made after the close of the fi nancial year when control was acquired over Nithosa nv. It holds 

retail premises with an investment value of EUR 37.42 million, mostly located in the province of Antwerp. With 

a portfolio of property investments worth almost EUR 300 million, Retail Estates nv is the market leader in the 

Belgian listed retail property sector. This is an attractive performance to launch the fi nancial year in which we 

celebrate the tenth anniversary of our company.

We thank our shareholders for their confi dence and our staff for their efforts, both of which have contributed 

to our company’s result.

                     Jan De Nys  Paul Borghgraef

 Managing Director Chairman
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RETAIL ESTATES IN A NUTSHELL

INVESTMENT STRATEGY

Retail Estates nv is a niche fi xed-capital investment 

fi rm (sicafi ) that invests directly in retail properties 

located on the periphery of residential areas or along 

access roads to urban centres. Retail Estates nv 

buys these properties from third parties or builds 

and markets shop premises for its own account.

The outlets have a built-on surface area of between 

500m2 and 10,000m2.

The company operates in Belgium and Luxembourg 

and ensures that it has a proper geographical 

spread of its investments in these countries. An 

active investment policy is pursued. This means that 

shareholders have the opportunity to invest in various 

properties simultaneously via Retail Estates nv.

In past years, Retail Estates nv has concentrated 

on continuously strengthening the quality of its 

properties, partly through a good sector mix in its 

tenants’ retail activities. Retail Estates nv rents its 

properties in structural (i.e. shell) state, so that the 

furnishings, fi ttings and maintenance are arranged 

by the tenants. Retail Estates nv’s maintenance 

costs are essentially restricted to maintaining the 

car park and roof, and can be planned in advance. 

These activities cause no interruption or halt in 

the tenant’s activities, in contrast to practice in the 

offi ce sector.

Its tenants are mainly well-known retail chains such 

as Aldi, Blokker group, Brantano, Carpetright, E5-

mode, JBC, Heytens, Krëfel, O’Cool, Shoe discount, 

etc.

As at the end of March 2007, Retail Estates nv had 

221 premises in its portfolio. The retail lettable area 

amounted to 230,308m2, while the occupancy rate 

measured in rented square metres was 98.80%.

A total of 3,282m2 of retail fl oor space is under 

development, and will only be counted in the 

calculation of the occupancy level at provisional 

delivery of the buildings.

The value of the property portfolio on 31 March 2007 

is estimated by the independent property expert at 

EUR 247.40 million at fair value (the value excluding 

transaction costs) and at EUR 254.22 million at 

investment value (the value including transaction 

costs). Retail Estates nv has invested a total of EUR 

14.59 million in ‘Distri-Land’ real estate certifi cates 

and currently holds 77.21%  of the ‘Distri-Land’ real 

estate certifi cates. Moreover, Retail Estates nv has 

acquired 3,961 ‘Distrinvest’ real estate certifi cates 

that are fully invested in retail warehouses, simular 

as ‘Distri-Land’ certifi cates. The total investment in 

these real estate certifi cates is EUR 1.20 million.
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RETAIL ESTATES IN A NUTSHELL

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES

Retail Estates nv wishes to make additional 

investments in expanding its property portfolio 

during the current fi nancial year. In this context, 

it aims to take advantage of the opportunities the 

market currently offers in its view.

Private investors, surprised by the growing 

complexity of managing this type of property, 

frequently seek an opportunity to move from a 

direct investment in such property to securitized 

property.

Retail Estates nv is convinced that, in the context of 

a heated retail properties market, the importance 

of own-account project development is rising for 

the company. These developments provide higher 

yields than the property market can offer today and 

offer the opportunity to expand the portfolio in a 

voluntarist way at locations where Retail Estates nv 

has already invested successfully in the past.

AN INVESTMENT IN RETAIL ESTATES NV

Retail Estates nv is a fi xed-capital property 

investment company. A fi xed-capital investment 

company is subject to a set of rules on spreading 

risks, distributing profi ts and debt management 

stipulated by Belgian Royal Decree(s). If the company 

respects these rules, it enjoys an exceptional 

tax regime which essentially means that it pays 

virtually no corporation tax on its earnings. The 

result available for distribution is therefore higher 

than for real estate companies that do not have this 

status. Retail Estates nv, as a fi xed capital property 

investment company, holds additional trump cards, 

such as a strongly diversifi ed property portfolio and 

is established for an indefi nite period. All of this 

contrasts with real estate certifi cate issuers that 

only possess restricted property portfolios and that 

sell their property portfolio after time elapses.

Investments in retail properties on city outskirts 

have become more attractive in recent years due 

to a stricter government licensing policy, the very 

limited supply of high-quality retail sites and growing 

demand, partly because of the internationalisation 

of the retail property market. Combined with the 

growing institutionalisation of the outlying retail 

properties investment market, this trend bolsters 

not only increased rents, but also the rising value 

of such properties.

The Board of Directors is made up of representatives 

of institutional investors, independent directors and 

the management, who have each built up a specifi c 

knowledge in the property sector, so that investment 

decisions are taken expertly and with attention to 

shareholder value. With the Retail Estates nv share, 

each shareholder has an investment instrument 

which can be traded freely and can be cashed in 
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WILRIJK - 

Boomsesteenweg 651

RETAIL ESTATES NV OFFERS 

AN INVESTMENT IN A DIVERSIFIED 

PROPERTY PORTFOLIO

at any time via NYSE Euronext. Retail Estates nv 

shares are wholly in the hands of the public and 

of a number of institutional investors. 33.64% of 

the stock is held by institutional shareholders who, 

in accordance with the transparency legislation 

and Retail Estates nv’s articles of association, 

have reported that they have stakes exceeding the 

threshold of 3% under the articles of association 

and the 5% stipulated by law.

Shareholders can always follow the development 

of their investments in the daily listings published 

in newspapers. The company also has a website 

(www.retailestates.com) with relevant shareholder 

information.

The net asset value (NAV) is calculated by dividing 

the consolidated shareholders’ equity by the 

number of shares. The NAV, excluding the dividend 

of EUR 2.38, is EUR 38.83 on 31 March 2007. This is 

an increase of 10.87% compared to EUR 35.02 the 

previous year. The value of the portfolio also rose by 

35.31% during the past fi nancial year. The average 

share price in the past fi nancial year therefore 

includes a premium of 14,65% compared with the 

NAV.

This is a situation that occurs in the majority of 

fi xed-capital investment companies and in which 

premiums of 11% to 60% are recorded.
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I. REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD

A.  SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE 2006-

2007 FINANCIAL YEAR AND POST-

BALANCE SHEET EVENTS

A.1.  SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE FINANCIAL 

YEAR

1. INVESTMENTS AND DISPOSALS

1.1. Investments

Retail Estates nv has extended its property portfolio 

by 31 retail premises with a total investment value 

of EUR 52.37. These premises provide an annual 

rental income of EUR 4.20 million.

Eight retail premises located respectively in Marche-

en-Famenne (3), Sint-Niklaas (1) and Sandweiler 

– Grand Duchy of Luxembourg (4) were developed 

by Retail Estates nv for its own account. 

Two retail warehouses located in Halle were bought 

from an institutional investor. Moreover, control 

was acquired of Brimmo nv, the Brantano group’s 

property company. This company owns 20 retail 

premises and a logistics centre, almost all of which 

are rented to Brantano nv.

An investment was also made in the substantial 

extension of the retail premise in Sambreville 

(Jemeppe-sur-Sambre) rented to Brico (DIY).

The retail premise in Lokeren which burnt down 

on 18 May 2006 has now been rebuilt. Delivery is 

expected in May 2007. The loss, amounting to the 

reconstruction costs and loss of rent, is insured 

and is being compensated for in full by the insurer.

1.2. Disposals

No retail premises were sold during the past 

fi nancial year.

2. DEVELOPMENT FOR ITS OWN ACCOUNT

Retail Estates nv acquired control over Kaïro nv, 

which is the owner of a garage premises in 

Roeselare – Brugsesteenweg. A new large-scale 

retail premises will be created for Brico following 

partial demolition and remediation of contamined 

soil. Delivery is expected by the end of March 2008. 

The required permits have been obtained. 

An existing building is being extended with an 

additional shop in Mechelen. This premises is 

rented to Frost Invest (O’Cool – deep frozen foods) 

and will probably be delivered at the end of June 

2007.

PRELIMINARY COMMENT

The Board of Directors’ report on the statutory and consolidated annual accounts 

(in application of Art. 19 fi nal paragraph of the Companies Code)
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3. RENTALS

Occupancy rate and collection

The occupancy rate of the Retail Estates nv portfolio 

is 98.80%. The empty space comprises 634m2 of 

multi-purpose space that forms part of a shopping 

complex, 1,750m2 of shopping premises and 390m2 

of offi ce space.

Of course, the occupancy rate has to be viewed as an 

instantaneous snapshot, hiding a series of changes 

that occurred in the past fi nancial year. It does not 

offer any guarantee for the future, given that the 

legislation on commercial leasing is imperative law 

and provides for a triennial termination option for 

all tenants.

The management is paying particular attention 

to the development of the occupancy and rental 

income from 5 retail premises in Messancy. As a 

result of the oversupply in the Arlon - Messancy 

region and the lower profi tability of the tenants’ 

retail operations in this region, pressure on the 

rental price exists and there is an increased risk of 

premises remaining vacant.

The insolvency of the Superconfex group was 

regrettable in particular during the past year. It 

was still renting 3 retail premises (Aartselaar, 

Borsbeek and Wanze) from Retail Estates nv at the 

time of its collapse. Various businesses were sold 

by Superconfex prior to this to third parties such 

as C&A and Vögele (Charleroi (Gosselies), Marche-

en-Famenne, Mons and Philippeville). Two smaller 

tenants, i.e. AZK nv (Herstal) and Fusion Fashion nv 

(Messancy) also ceased trading. 

An additional provision of EUR 0.084 million was 

established for the unpaid rent and rental charges 

owed by these tenants. This represents 0.53% of 

the total rental income.

4. INVESTMENT IN REAL ESTATE CERTIFICATES

4.1. “Distri-Land” real estate certificates    

643 additional certifi cates were purchased during 

the past fi nancial year. Retail Estates nv holds 

47,945 certifi cates out of a total of 62,100 certifi cates 

that were issued by Immobilière Distri-Land nv 

(77.21%).

Retail Estates nv only approaches the stock market 

as a buyer insofar as the stock market price does not 

substantially exceed the net asset value proposed 

by Retail Estates nv, which is mainly determined on 

the basis of the value of the underlying property.

4.2.  “Wickes Tournai, Mechelen,…” real estate 

certificates

‘Wickes Tournai, Mechelen,….’ real estate 

certifi cates are traded at regular NYSE Euronext 

auctions. Retail Estates nv wants these real estate 

certifi cates to remain negotiable.
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As of 2 January 2004, in the context of a public 

purchase offer, Retail Estates nv has offered 

holders of real estate certifi cates that it does not 

already hold the opportunity to sell their certifi cates 

at the same price up to 30 November 2009. This is 

EUR 156 for each real estate certifi cate. During the 

past fi nancial year, 33 additional certifi cates were 

acquired through the NYSE Euronext public auction, 

so that the number of real estate certifi cates held 

by Retail Estates nv on 31 March 2007 was 46,269 

certifi cates, i.e. 98.44% of all the issued real estate 

certifi cates.

This means that there are still 731 certifi cates 

(1.56%) in public hands. As of 1 December 2009 and 

only if the leasing company Bricorama nv has not 

exercised its purchase option and the certifi cate 

structure has not been liquidated, Retail Estates nv 

will continue to be the buyer of real estate 

certifi cates from the public at a price depending on 

the underlying liquidation value of the property as 

estimated by its property expert on the one hand 

and depending on the rights of certifi cate holders 

on the other, at liquidation.

4.3. “Distri-Invest” real estate certificates

3,082 ‘Distri-Invest’ certifi cates were bought at the 

stock market as an investment for EUR 0.96 million. 

This real estate certifi cate, similar to the ‘Distri-

Land’ certifi cate, is fully invested in retail 

warehouses. These are 10 premises spread 

throughout Belgium.

The Retail Estates nv stake (3,961 certifi cates out 

of a total of 43,875 issued certifi cates) is still very 

modest compared with the certifi cates mentioned 

above.

5. CAPITAL APPRECIATION OF THE PROPERTY PORTFOLIO

According to assessment of the property portfolio 

by its property expert Cushman & Wakefi eld, Retail 

Estates nv recorded important capital gains of 

EUR 13.67 million. These are attributable to various 

factors:

1.  Indexation of the rents and the rent reviews as a 

result of rental renewals 

All rents are traditionally linked to the consumer 

price index. Infl ation during the past fi nancial year 

was a little higher than in recent years. With rental 

renewals, there were both rent increases and rent 

decreases.

Nevertheless, the rent increases exceeded the rent 

decreases on balance.

2.  The rise in the value of commercial properties

In the broad property market it can be seen that 

investors’ attention is shifting from the offi ce market 

and residential properties to retail properties. 

Much sharper demand from domestic and foreign 

investors is translating into considerable increases 
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in value resulting from lower yield expectations.

3.  Creation of value through the development of 

property for the company’s own account 

Retail Estates nv is increasingly focusing on 

implementing property projects that it develops for 

its tenants. By doing so, no speculative positions 

are built up. Instead, only property that is let after 

redevelopment to preselected candidate tenants 

is purchased. The cost of these developments 

is considerably below the market value of the 

premises created. In the past fi nancial year, 

EUR 1.82 million in added value was booked on 

such developments in Sint-Niklaas, Mechelen and 

Sandweiler (Luxemburg).

6.  DECISIONS OF THE EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL 

MEETING OF 21 NOVEMBER 2006 CONCERNING 

THE SUBSIDIARY SABLON NV

The extraordinary general meeting of 21 November 

2006 took the following decisions:

1. The merger by takeover of Sablon nv by Retail 

Estates nv, whereby the entire patrimony of the 

acquired company (both assets and liabilities) was 

transferred to the acquiring company. Sablon nv’s 

real estate was also added to Retail Estates nv’s 

portfolio.

2. As a result of this merger the capital of the 

acquiring company was increased by EUR 9,573.72 

to bring it to EUR 80,303,403.79, with the creation 

of 228 shares. This means that the total number 

of issued shares now amounts to 3,568,952. These 

new shares were sold on the stock market.

7.  DEMATERIALISATION OF BEARER SHARES

1. Legal framework

As a result of the law of 14 December 2005 (BS 

23.12.05) abolishing bearer securities a ban on 

issuing new bearer shares is planned from 1 January 

2008. From this date on, bearer shares that are booked 

to a securities trading account will be  automatically 

converted into dematerialised securities.

Holders of bearer securities that are not automatically 

converted by virtue of the preceding paragraphs 

can request the conversion of these securities into 

dematerialised securities or registered securities up 

to 31 December 2012 (for bearer securities issued 

after the publication of the law) and 31 December 2013 

(for bearer securities issued prior to the publication 

of the law) at the latest. In the event of an amendment 

of the law of 14 December 2005 abolishing bearer 

securities, the dates and articles stated in this article 

are to be read and replaced by the corresponding 

dates and articles of the amended law.

Following this period the non-converted shares will 

be lawfully converted into dematerialised securities 

and registered in a securities trading account by two 

directors.
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As of 1 January 2015 securities whose entitled 

benefi ciaries have remained unknown shall be offered 

for sale in compliance with Article 11 of this law.

2.  Measures executing the amendments to the law

In the light of these major amendments Retail 

Estates nv concluded an accession agreement on 

23 February 2007 with Euroclear Belgium, with a 

registered offi ce at 1140 Brussels, Schiphollaan 6, 

which was appointed as a settlement institution. 

This settlement institution has been entrusted 

with keeping track of the total circulation of bearer 

securities issued by Retail Estates nv.

An explicit obligation is imposed on listed 

companies to amend their articles of association to 

dematerialisation in the above-mentioned law. Retail 

Estates nv will amend its articles of association in this 

sense during the 2007/2008 fi nancial year. 

The Board of Directors of Retail Estates nv has been 

awarded the competence to determine the procedures 

for exchanging the former bearer securities into either 

dematerialised securities or registered securities, 

within the limits imposed by the law.

8. RISK FACTORS

The management tries to limit the risk factors to 

a minimum, but this does not eliminate the fact 

that a number of risks must actually be taken into 

account:

1. Market value of the property 

The value of the portfolio is assessed quarterly by 

an independent expert. It goes without saying that 

a fall in value leads to a fall in the company’s equity. 

The value of retail properties on the outskirts of 

towns is mainly determined by the commercial 

value of the property locations. As a result of the 

shortage of well-located sites, the evolution of 

supply and demand is exerting upward pressure, 

both in the market for private investors and 

among institutional investors. Values are generally 

infl ation-proof due to rent indexing, but are also 

interest-sensitive because of the high level of debt 

with which many investors work. 

2. Developments in de rental market

Various risks obviously arise in this area, not only 

in the fi eld of vacant properties, but also as regards 

rentability, the quality of tenants, building ageing 

and the trend in supply and demand in the rental 

market. Of course, rental payment risks also 

exist despite precautions taken by management, 

which tries to do everything possible to review 

the creditworthiness and reliability of tenants 

in advance. Tenants’ creditworthiness can also 

undergo signifi cant changes, however, during the 

course of the lease, without the lessor being able 
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to terminate the relationship unilaterally. After 

all, legislation on commercial lease agreements 

provides extensive longterm protection for tenants.

3. Structural state of the buildings

The management does everything possible to 

anticipate these risks and, to this end, adopts a 

consistent policy on the major repairs that are the 

lessor’s responsibility. In practice, these are mainly 

limited to renovating car parks and roofs.

4. Financial risks

DURATION OF THE LOANS

These are the risks for the company that arise from 

the development of interest rates. The company 

adopts a cautious policy, with the result that the 

interest rate risk is limited to a minimum.

Financing is concluded on a long-term basis in the 

form of “bullet loans”, i.e. loans whose capital must 

be repaid in full after a period of 5 to 10 years. In view 

of the company’s low debt ratio, refi nancing of these 

will not pose any problem on the maturity date.

USE OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

On the advice of the Board of Directors, the 

management pursues an active policy of monitoring 

and limiting the interest rate risk. Retail Estates nv 

uses ‘Interest Rate Swaps’ to hedge the interest 

rate risk on long-term loans contracted with a 

variable interest rate. The variable interest rate is 

swapped for a fi xed rate of interest. In total, such 

contracts have been arranged for the interest on a 

borrowed amount of EUR 60.52 million.

5. Permits

The value of retail properties on the outskirts of 

towns is largely determined by the presence of 

all of the urban planning permits and licenses 

under legislation on retail permits for the desired 

purpose of the premises. The management pays 

the necessary attention to this issue when acquiring 

and developing stores. If a new retail activity has 

to be authorized for the premises due to external 

circumstances, modifi cations to previously granted 

licenses and permits must be applied for. Obtaining 

such modifi cations is often a time-consuming and 

opaque process.

The management tries to limit the risks in such 

situations by maintaining realistic expectations of 

lease renewals.

6. Modification of the traffic infrastructure

Peripheral retail property is opened up by defi nition 

by main regional roads. Depending on the safety 

of traffi c the road is relaid with new roundabouts, 

bicycle lanes, etc. as a rule. The result of such 

reconstruction usually benefi ts the commercial 

value of our retail premises as the traffi c fl ow is 

often slowed down and the surroundings of the 
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shops are made safer. However, the possibility 

that the accessibility of some retail premises may 

consequently suffer in exceptional cases cannot be 

excluded.

9.  SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS FOR A PARTIAL SPLIT 

WITH A VIEW TO ISSUING NEW RETAIL ESTATES NV 

SHARES AND THE ACQUISITION OF RETAIL PREMISES 

IN ANTWERP, GHENT AND NINOVE

1. Proposal

The Board of Directors of Retail Estates nv and 

the Boards of Directors of Muys nv and Zebra 

Trading nv have submitted proposals for a 

transaction equivalent to a partial split to the 

benefi t of Retail Estates nv.

Three large retail premises with an investment 

value of EUR 10.46 million are being transferred 

through this transaction. Following approval of this 

transaction by the extraordinary general meetings 

of the companies concerned Retail Estates nv will 

acquire three retail premises located in Antwerp 

(Merksem), Ghent (Gentbrugge) and Ninove 

respectively. The fi rst is rented to Fun Belgium Plus 

nv (toys and seasonal goods), and the latter two are 

rented to Muys nv (clothing and shoe trading). 

The retail premises have a surface of 10,834 m2 and 

provide a rental income of EUR 0.66 million, which 

represents an initial yield of 6.28%. Given that these 

premises are being acquired through a partial split 

with payment in shares subject to prior approval 

by an extraordinary general meeting that has yet 

to be convened, new Retail Estates nv shares are 

being issued with an exchange value of EUR 10.46 

million. These shares will share in the results of 

the fi nancial year commencing on 1 April 2007.

2. Procedure

The above-mentioned retail premises are being 

acquired through a partial split with payment 

in shares. A proposal has been made to submit 

this issue to an extraordinary general meeting 

of the companies concerned after all of the prior 

formalities for the transfer of real estate and the 

issue of new shares have been fulfi lled. The issue 

conditions for the new shares will be calculated by 

using the following formula: the contribution value 

to be divided by the average closing price of the 

Retail Estates nv share on NYSE Euronext during 

the ten stock market working days that precede 

the extraordinary general meeting approving the 

partial split shall be reduced by the amount of the 

gross dividend that the annual general meeting of 

Retail Estates nv will approve on 25 June 2007 and 

then reduced by a 2% discount. Retail Estates nv 

reserves the right to abstain from the transaction 

if the above formula leads to an outcome lower 

than EUR 37.70, which is the net asset value on 
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31 December 2006.

This partial split must be approved at a special 

extraordinary general meeting convened for this 

purpose. The shareholders will be notifi ed of this at 

the appropriate time.

A.2 POST-BALANCE SHEET EVENTS

The retail premises located in Aalst (Hofstade) 

rented to Muys nv were sold to a private investor on 

26 April 2007. The investment value of the premises 

as estimated by Cushman & Wakefi eld was 

EUR 1.98 million on 31 March 2007. A capital gain 

of EUR 0.22 million was made with respect to this 

investment value. A capital gain of EUR 0.41 million 

was made compared  with the original purchase 

value.

An apartment in fi rst-fi xing state was sold to an 

individual user in the recently built premises at 

Sint-Niklaas – Plezantstraat 268 for a price of 

EUR 0.15 million on 11 May 2007. This sale was 

made at book value.

The new fi nancial year that began on 1 April 2007 

was launched with the acquisition of control over a 

property company that owns 21 retail warehouses 

and 2 SME premises in the province of Antwerp on 

24 May 2007. The investment value of this portfolio is 

EUR 37.42 million (fair value EUR 36.53 million). 

These premises generate a rental income of 

EUR 2.21 million, which represents an initial 

yield of 5.90%. Half of the value of the purchased 

properties is accounted for by a shopping centre 

along the Bredabaan in Schoten whose most 

important tenants are branches of Krëfel, Baby 

2000, JBC and Bent-shoe. This location is one of 

the top three locations for peripheral retailing real 

estate in Belgium.

Retail Estates nv’s property portfolio has grown by 

57.95% to EUR 278 million since 1 April 2006. Retail 

Estates nv has thus confi rmed its leading role in 

the listed peripheral retailing real estate sector.
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B. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

1. INTRODUCTION

Since 2005, Retail Estates nv has paid particular 

attention to Corporate Governance and has made 

the code of conduct in the Corporate Governance 

Code (hereinafter called `the Code’) the subject of 

a separate chapter in the company’s annual report, 

in compliance with the requirements in appendix F 

of the Code.

The Corporate Governance Charter (internal 

operation and organization of the Board of Directors) 

can be found on the website www.retailestates.com. 

(corporate information-‘about Retail Estates’- 

corporate governance).

This Charter is supplemented by the Protocol for 

the prevention of insider trading and is in line 

with the European Directive and the Belgian Royal 

Decree of 5 March 2006 on Market Abuse, which 

came into operation on 10 May 2006.

2. PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Retail Estates nv selected the legal form of a public 

limited company from the outset, because this 

provides the best guarantees for equal treatment 

of all shareholders.

Moreover Retail Estates nv has developed its own 

administrative system, which monitors the general, 

real estate and administrative management.

3. BOARD OF DIRECTORS

3.1. COMPOSITION

The Board of Directors of Retail Estates nv consists 

of 8 directors: the chairman, 6 non-executive 

directors and 1 executive director, the managing 

director.

Of the 8 directors, 3 directors qualify as independent, 

which satisfi es the conditions of section 524 §4 of 

the Belgian Companies Code and the independence 

criteria stated in Appendix A of the Code.

The composition of the Board of Directors should 

guarantee that the decisions taken are in the 

interests of the company. In particular, members 

are elected who possess relevant knowledge of the 

retail trade, property investment and funding, plus 

the management of listed companies in general and 

fi xed-capital investment companies in particular. 

It is therefore important for the members of the 

Board of Directors be complementary in terms of 

knowledge and experience. To enable the Board 

of Directors to operate effi ciently, the number of 

Board members is restricted to a maximum of 10.

The reference shareholders are represented by 

Messrs. Borghgraef and Haers on behalf of the KBC 

Bank and Mr Tinant on behalf of the Arco group.

A brief overview of the composition of the Board of 

Directors of Retail Estates nv:
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Chairman

Paul Borghgraef (°1954): Chairman of the Board of 

Directors, member of the Remuneration committee 

offi ce address: Rozenlaan 24 – 2970 Schilde

end of mandate: 2009

remuneration 2006/2007: EUR 36,000

most important other positions: Director of KBC 

Group nv, Centea nv  

Executive director2 

Jan De Nys (°1959): Chief Executive Offi cer (CEO)

offi ce address: Retail Estates nv – Industrielaan 6 

– 1740 Ternat

end of mandate: 2009

remuneration 2006/2007: no additional remuneration

most important other positions: Director of Mitiska nv 

and Bouw en Immobiliëngroep Maes 

Non-executive directors3 

Jean-Louis Appelmans (°1953): Independent 

Director, member of the Remuneration committee

offi ce address: Leasinvest Real Estate Comm.V.A. 

– Mechelsesteenweg 34 – 2018 Antwerp

end of mandate: 2009

remuneration 2006/2007: EUR 6,000

most important other positions: Delegated 

Director from Leasinvest Real Estate Comm. VA, 

Leasinvest Immo Lux as

Luc Geuten (°1943): Director

offi ce address: Mitiska nv – Pontbeekstraat 2 – 1702 

Groot-Bijgaarden

end of mandate: 2009

remuneration 2006/2007: EUR 7,500

most important other positions: Managing director 

from Mitiska

Philippe Haers (°1957): Director

offi ce address: KBC bank nv – Havenlaan 12 – 1080 

Brussels

end of mandate: 2009

remuneration 2006-2007: EUR 1,500

most important other positions: General  Manager 

KBC Real Estate

Yvan Lippens (°1960): Independent Director, member 

of the Remuneration committee 

offi ce address: Frost Invest nv / O’Cool – 

Baarleveldestraat 8 - 9031 Drongen

end of mandate: 2009

remuneration 2006-2007: EUR 9,000

most important other positions: Managing Director 

from Frost Invest nv (O’Cool)

2   Remuneration for executive directors: fi xed at a fl at rate, no additional fee for attendance. The cost of the remuneration 

package for the managing director (as head of Retail Estates) in the 2006-2007 fi nancial year amounted to EUR 155,000 plus 

EUR 25,000 as expenses for a company car and mobile phone.

3  For non-executive directors: EUR 1,500 for each Board of Directors meeting and attendance at it or attendance at one of its 

committee meetings
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Victor Ragoen (°1955): Independent Director, 

member of the Remuneration committee 

offi ce address: New Vanden Borre nv – Huysmans-

laan 107 – 1651 Lot

end of mandate: 2009

remuneration 2006-2007: EUR 9,000

most important other positions: Managing Director 

from New Vanden Borre nv

Marc Tinant (°1954): Director

offi ce address: Arcofi n – Livingstonelaan 6 – 1000 

Brussels

end of mandate: 2009

remuneration 2006-2007: EUR 4,500

most important other positions: Director and 

member of Group Management Committee of Arco, 

member of the Board of Directors and the Audit 

committee of Dexia sa

 

3.2. OPERATION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

3.2.1.General

The Retail Estates nv Board of Directors determines 

the strategy, investments, disposals and acquisiti-

ons as well as the long-term funding. The Board of 

Directors prepares the annual and interim fi nancial 

statements and the annual report of the property 

investment company Retail Estates nv for the Ge-

neral Meeting of Shareholders. It approves merger 

reports, decides on the use of the authorised ca-

pital and convenes the ordinary and extraordinary 

general meetings of shareholders. It supervises the 

details, accuracy, and transparency of communica-

tions to shareholders, fi nancial analysts and public 

as communicated through prospectuses, annual 

and interim reports and press releases.

It delegates day-to-day management to the 

managing director who reports to it regularly on 

the management and the annual budget and who 

presents a quarterly update.

The Board of Directors meets at least four times 

a year and whenever demanded by a particular or 

exceptional matter. The Board of Directors met fi ve 

times during 2006/2007. Moreover, a meeting was 

held using the written procedure in application of 

The directors present were as follows:

9/06/06 15/09/06 3/11/06 8/12/06 2/03/07

Mr. P. Borghgraef X X X X X

Mr. J. De Nys X X X X X

Mr. L. Geuten X X X X X

Mr. Ph. Haers X X X

Mr. J.-L. Appelmans X X X

Mr. Y. Lippens X X X X X

Mr. V. Ragoen X X X X X

Mr. M. Tinant X X X
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Article 17 of the articles of association on 30 March 

2007.

The Board of Directors can only validly deliberate if at 

least half of its members are present or represented. 

If this condition is not fulfi lled, a new meeting can be 

convened that will validly deliberate on points that 

were on the agenda of the previous meeting, if at 

least two directors are present or represented.

There are no special rules in the articles of 

association concerning decision-making by the 

Board of Directors.

In addition to its legal mandate, the board will also 

take the necessary care to determine strategy and 

to outline policy lines, while always taking account 

of the company’s interests. In particular, it also 

makes all fundamental decisions concerning the 

investments in and disposals of properties as well as 

their funding. Two directors, who have been specially 

appointed for this purpose, supervise day-to-day 

management in accordance with the regulations of 

the Belgian Royal Decree of 10 April 1995 on fi xed-

capital property investment companies. This task 

is performed by Mr Paul Borghgraef and Mr Jan 

De Nys. A clear distinction is made between the 

responsibilities of the managing director and those 

of the chairman of the Board. The chairman chairs 

the Board of Directors and ensures that agendas of 

Board of Directors meetings are prepared and that 

directors receive the relevant information promptly. 

The managing director performs the executive 

management. The Board of Directors makes sure 

that suffi cient powers are granted to him so that he 

can carry out his duties and responsibilities. 

3.2.2. Report on the Board of Directors’activities

The Board of Directors made decisions during the 

fi nancial year, including the following:

-  approval of the annual budget and a regular 

update of it 

- sale of 1 retail premises

-  expansion of the portfolio by 31 premises 

- acquisition of control of Brimmo nv

- acquisition of control of Kaïro nv

- merger by takeover of Sablon nv

-  approval of proposal for partial split followed by 

a capital increase involving Muys nv and Zebra 

Trading nv property

3.3. SPECIALISED COMMITTEES

Various committees can be established within the 

Board of Directors for specifi c matters.

Retail Estates nv has currently set up a remunera-

tion and appointments committee, consisting of the 

3 independent directors and the chairman of the 

Board. This committee met once in 2006/2007 on 

12 January 2007 when the staff remuneration 
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 strategy was discussed and the fees paid to exter-

nal service providers were listed during prepara-

tion of the 2007-2008 budget. No changes in the 

Board of Directors were proposed during the past 

fi nancial year. 

 

In deviation from the Code it was decided that the 

full Board of Directors would take over the audit 

committee’s responsibility. 

3.4. REPRESENTATIVE POWERS 

The company will be represented by at least 2 

directors acting together in all legal and statutory 

transactions concerning disposal of property (as 

defi ned in section 2:4°of the Belgian Royal Decree 

of 10 April 1995 on fi xed capital property investment 

companies).

3.5. REMUNERATION OF THE DIRECTORS

At the extraordinary general meeting of 5 November 

2004, it was decided to grant remuneration of 

EUR 1,500 to each director and for each attendance 

at meetings of the Board of Directors and of its 

committees.

The Chairman of the Board is granted a fi xed 

allowance of EUR 3,000 per month instead of a 

reimbursement of EUR 1,500 for participation in 

meetings of the Board of Directors. The managing 

director receives no remuneration for his 

participation in Board of Directors meetings.

4.  DAY-TO-DAY MANAGEMENT –EXECUTIVE 

MANAGEMENT

The company is managed by a team of 9 employees 

under the leadership of the managing director 

(CEO) Mr Jan De Nys.

5. PROPERTY EXPERT

In accordance with the Belgian Royal Decree of 

10 April 1995, Retail Estates nv hires experts for 

regular valuations of its assets, each time it issues 

shares, takes a listing on the stock market or 

purchases unlisted shares, or if it buys or sells 

properties. These valuations are necessary to 

determine the inventory value and to prepare the 

annual accounts.

The valuation assignments are entrusted quarterly 

to Cushman & Wakefi eld (Kunstlaan 58, box 7, 

1000 Brussels), represented by Mr Koen Nevens. 

During the past fi nancial year, a fee of EUR 0.13 

million (inc.VAT) was payable for regular valuations 

and initial valuations for the purchase of property. 

Estimation of Brimmo nv’s premises was entrusted 

to C&T Retail, represented by John Collin. Their 

remuneration was EUR 0.04 million during the past 

fi nancial year. Immobilière Distri-Land nv property 
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will be valued on the basis of a joint instruction from 

Retail Estates nv and Immobilière Distri-Land nv and 

announced by the latter. The costs will be shared 

50/50 between Retail Estates nv and Immobilière 

Distri-Land nv.

The reserve expert, in the event of a confl ict of interests 

on the part of Cushman & Wakefi eld, is C&T Retail nv 

(Schildersstraat 1 - 2000 Antwerpen), represented by 

Mr John Collin. There were two transactions that led 

to this procedure during the past fi nancial year.

6. CONFLICT OF INTERESTS REGULATION

If a director has a direct or indirect patrimonial  

interest that confl icts with a decision or 

transaction within the competence of the 

Board of Directors, the director concerned 

cannot participate in the deliberations, unless 

these relate to Board of Directors’ decisions 

that fulfi l market compliant conditions.

Two confl icts of interests occurred in the 2006/2007 

fi nancial year which qualify as a direct or indirect 

patrimonial confl ict of interest according to Article 

523 of the Companies Code, the Code or the Royal 

Decree of 10 April 1995.

In the Board of Directors meetings of 8 December 

2006 and 30 March 2007 transactions were discussed 

and approved where Mr Luc Geuten stated that 

he, in his capacity as the reference shareholder in 

Mitiska nv, had a direct patrimonial interest that 

confl icts with the interests of Retail Estates nv. After 

all, Mitiska nv holds a substantial interest in Brantano 

nv (the counter party in the transaction discussed on 

8 December 2006) and Muys nv (the counter party in 

the transaction discussed on 30 March 2007).

The condition for the application of Article 524 of the 

Companies Code was not fulfi lled given that Mr Luc 

Geuten and/or Mitiska nv, over which he exercises 

control, has not held any further interest in Retail 

Estates nv since July 2003.

Mr Luc Geuten did not participate in the above-

mentioned meetings of the Board of Directors. 

As the real estate expert Cushman & Wakefi eld had a 

confl ict of interest in this transaction, given that they 

were advising a competing bidder, a call was made 

on the services of the reserve real estate expert C&T 

Retail, represented by Mr John Collin.

The minutes of the Board of Directors meeting on 8 

December 2006 and 30 March 2007 are included in 

the annual report from page 55 to 59.

7. DEPOSITORY BANK

KBC Bank nv is appointed as depository bank of Retail 

Estates nv in the sense of section 12 and according 

to the Belgian Royal Decree of 10 April 1995 on fi xed-

capital property investment companies.
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8. COMPLY OR EXPLAIN

Retail Estates nv tries to comply with the provisions 

of the Code insofar as possible. However, there are 

deviations in a number of areas:

Deviation from principle 2:

2.1. In view of the company’s activities and 

particularly the fact that negotiating and closing 

specifi c contracts are part of day to-day management 

and the CEO’s powers, without the mediation of the 

Board of Directors being required in principle, the 

following transactions between the company and 

its non-executive directors could possibly fall under 

the confl ict of interests regulation (‘signifi cant 

commercial links’):

-  rental agreements concerning premises with 

retail companies to which a non-executive director 

is connected;

-  fi nancing agreements in connection with tangible 

fi xed assets.

2.3. There are signifi cant commercial links with 

Frost Invest nv (9 stores) and New Vanden Borre 

nv (2 stores), where Mr Yvan Lippens and Mr Vic 

Ragoen are the respective managing directors. The 

premises leased by these companies, however, are 

usually the objects of long-term rental agreements 

that were often concluded with external promoters 

prior to their acquisition by Retail Estates nv. The 

Board of Directors particularly values the presence 

of directors that manage retail companies where 

they are highly active in expanding their company. 

Their experience of changing market conditions 

and the development potential of various locations 

offers considerable added value for Retail 

Estates nv when making investment decisions. 

The commercial lease legislation, which is mainly 

coercive law, provides an adequate frame of 

reference for solving day to-day problems that 

arise in relation to these companies as tenants. 

Incidentally, Retail Estates nv lets a considerable 

number of premises to competitions with Frost 

Invest nv and New Vanden Borre nv.

2.6.  The Board of Directors has not appointed a 

company secretary yet.

Deviation from principle 4:

4.6. The proposed length of the director’s mandate 

which may not exceed 4 years is viewed as too short 

given the complexity of the type of property in which 

Retail Estates nv specialises. As a result, mandates 

all run for 6 years.

Deviation from principle 5:

5.2. In view of the importance of introducing IFRS 

rules during the past fi nancial year, it was decided 

in deviation from the Code that the plenary Board 

of Directors would assume the responsibility of the 
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audit committee and no separate audit committee 

was set up.

C. NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL 

STATEMENTS OF THE 2006-2007 FINANCIAL 

YEAR

BALANCE SHEET

The non-current assets increased from EUR 181.36 

million to EUR 245.12 million. This is primarily 

explained by the rise in the property investments 

through the extension of the portfolio by EUR 52.37 

million on the one hand, and the increase in the 

value of the portfolio on the other. 

The development projects include developments for 

our own account and have fallen compared with last 

year because the projects in Marche-en-Famenne 

and Sint-Niklaas have been completed. The other 

tangible fi xed assets amounting to EUR 0.21 million 

comprise furniture, fi xtures and fi ttings. The non-

current fi nancial assets consist of the interest in 

the Distri-Invest real estate certifi cates amounting 

to EUR 1.21 million and fi nancial derivatives worth 

EUR 0.67 million. 

The current assets amount to EUR 19.20 million. 

EUR 6.38 million of these comprises assets held for 

sale, EUR 0.50 million trade receivables, EUR 0.63 

million tax receivables and other current assets, 

EUR 11.31 million in cash and cash equivalents and 

EUR 0.39 million in deferred charges and accrued 

income.

The shareholders’ equity of the fi xed-capital invest-

ment company amounts to EUR 147.09 million. The 

issued share capital is EUR 80.30 million. The share 

premiums have remained unchanged compared 

with last year and amount to EUR 4.66 million. The 

reserves are EUR 57.90 million and consist mainly 

of unrealised capital gains as a result of the valua-

tion of the property portfolio at fair value. 

These non-distributable reserves increased by 

EUR 13.67 million compared with last year. The 

result amounts to EUR 10.39 million on 31 March 

2007. The shareholders’ equity is reduced by the 

impact on the fair value of the estimated transac-

tion rights and costs resulting from the hypotheti-

cal disposal of investment properties (EUR – 6.82 

million).

The total number of shares amounts to 3,568,952, 

so that on 31 March 2007, the net asset value is 

EUR 41.21, before payment of a dividend. In relation 

to the listed price of EUR 46.7 on the balance sheet 

date of  31 March 2007, the company’s share thus 

had a premium of 13.32%. 

The non-current liabilities amount to EUR 102.70 

million and consist mainly of non-current fi nancial 

debts. 
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The current liabilities amount to EUR 14.51 million 

and consist of EUR 8.78 million in trade debts and 

other current debts. These include an estimated 

exit tax amounting to EUR 5.70 million and invoices 

to be received worth EUR 1.86 million. There are 

also short-term obligations amounting to EUR 4.20 

million from long-term loans maturing within the 

year.

On 31 March 2007 the average interest rate is 

4.92%. 

The debt ratio is 43.64%.

INCOME STATEMENT

The rental income increased by EUR 1.33 million, 

which is explained by the acquisition of the additional 

premises (EUR + 0.73 million) and the indexation of 

rental prices and rental price reviews (EUR + 0.28 

million). A number of projects under development 

were also delivered (Marche–en–Famenne, Sint-

Niklaas, and the second part of the complex in 

Sandweiler-Luxembourg) and an additional building 

in Halle was purchased (total extra rental income of 

EUR + 0.32 million).

The costs linked to renting out amount to EUR 0.15 

million. 

The property charges are EUR 1.19 million and are 

in line with last year (EUR 1.21 million). There was a 

fall in the technical expenses and unoccupied space 

costs compared with last year, but this is offset by a 

rise in the staff costs (recruitment of 1 employee). 

The operating property result is EUR 14.35 million, a 

rise of EUR 1.27 million compared with last year. 

The company’s operational corporate costs amount 

to EUR 1.29 million, a rise of EUR 0.12 million, which 

is primarily explained by the rise of non-recurrent 

fees in the context of mergers and takeovers. The 

costs for the real estate expert also increased due to 

the valuation of new acquisitions by the real estate 

expert.

The positive variation in the fair value of investment 

properties arising from the real estate expert’s 

estimate can be explained by the indexation of the 

rental prices and rental price reviews due to lease 

renewals (EUR + 3.70 million), the increase in value of 

commercial property (the average yield fell from 8% 

to 7.5%) and the creation of value through property 

development for the company’s own account (the 

premises in Marche-en-Famenne, Sint-Niklaas 

and Luxembourg were delivered. This provides an 

additional value of EUR 1.82 million).

The fi nancial result is EUR 3.51 million. The interest 

charges are higher than last year due to the taking 

out of additional loans to fi nance the further 

extension of the portfolio, but these are offset by 

higher fi nancial yields. 

The net result thus amounts to EUR 23.02 million, 

compared with EUR 19.47 million one year ago. 
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The distributable result payable as a dividend, based 

on the Belgian statutory fi nancial statements of 

Retail Estates nv, is EUR 9.24 million on 31 March 

2007. The gross dividend per share will amount to 

EUR 2.38. 

D. APPROPRIATION OF THE RESULT

The Board of Directors proposes to allocate the 

profi t for the year, as shown in the statutory 

fi nancial statements, as follows:

EUR

Profi t to be appropriated for the fi nancial 

year: 

9 095 000

Profi t carried forward from the previous 

fi nancial year (IFRS):  

826 000

Increase in profi t carried forward due to 

consolidation with Sablon nv:  

79 000

Payment of dividend on 31 March 2007: -8 484 000

Result carried forward: 1 516 000

The Board of Directors’ proposal to the general 

meeting of shareholders concerning the 

appropriation of the result for the fi nancial year 

closing on 31 March 2007 is that the profi t for 

the elapsed fi nancial year to be appropriated 

of EUR 8,484,000 will be paid out as a gross 

dividend (before withholding tax). A gross dividend 

of EUR 2.38 per share will therefore be paid out, 

which produces a net dividend after withholding tax 

of EUR 2.023.

The dividends are payable with effect from 3 July 

2007 on presentation of coupon number 12. The 

proposed dividend is in accordance with Article 

7 of the Belgian Royal Decree on public fi xed-

capital investment companies of 21 June 2006 

(RD amending the RD of 10 April 1995 relating to 

property fi xed-capital investment companies).

E. STRATEGY AND FINANCIAL 

PROPSPECTS

1. STRATEGY

The most important long-term objective for 

Retail Estates nv is to accumulate and manage 

a portfolio of outlying retail properties that will 

ensure sustainable growth in the long term due to 

the choice of locations and quality of tenants. The 

assumed growth covers both the value of the real 

estate and the income generated from renting.

It also aims, through a further increase in the scale 

of the property portfolio, to provide shareholders 

with a representative sample of the market in 

peripheral retail properties, and to achieve this both 

through the choice of locations and by diversifying 

the portfolio of tenants. Retail Estates nv wishes 

to achieve these goals within the framework of the 

profi tability standards that it has respected to date.

In the short term, the objectives stated above are 

pursued by monitoring the portfolio’s occupancy 
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level, the collection of rents, plus maintenance and 

administrative expenses.

By selectively buying and building outlets, the aim 

is to simplify management of the portfolio and to 

drive up its value. Retail premises in the portfolio 

that do not meet these objectives are eligible for 

sale.

2. PROSPECTS

A net rental result of EUR 19.86 million is assumed 

for the 2007/2008 fi nancial year (based on the existing 

perimeter and the Nithosa nv portfolio purchased 

in May 2007). Of course, the fi nancial expenses will 

rise given that the purchases were fi nanced by bank 

loans. The result will also be infl uenced by the tax 

pressure on the results realised within the property 

companies taken over (estimated at EUR 0.72 million) 

as a result of the takeover of the property companies 

(i.e. the company that holds the Brantano portfolio 

and Nithosa nv). The tax burden will fall again after 

the merger of these companies with the fi xed-capital 

investment company. 

The dividend for the 2007/2008 fi nancial year is 

estimated at EUR 2.46 given the unchanged perimeter 

of the property portfolio and an unaltered occupancy 

rate.

F. MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

1. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The company has not developed activities nor 

incurred expenditure in the area of research and 

development.

2. PURCHASE OF THE COMPANY’S OWN SHARES

The company did not acquire any of the company’s 

own shares. The 228 shares that its subsidiary Retail 

Estates Luxembourg sa acquired as a result of the 

merger by absorption in which Retail Estates nv 

acquired Sablon nv were sold by the company.

3. BRANCH OFFICES

The company has no branch offi ces.
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A. CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL ACCOUNTS

INCOME STATEMENT Notes 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Rental income 1 15 809 14 480

Rental related expenses 2 -153 -133

NET RENTAL INCOME 15 656 14 347

Recovery of property expenses 3

Recovery of charges and taxes normally payable by tenants on let 

properties

4 1 047 1 043

Charges and taxes normally payable by tenants on let properties 5 -1 144 -1 126

Other rental related income and expenses 6 -12 26

PROPERTY RESULT 15 548 14 291

Technical costs 7 -453 -483

Commercial costs 8 -76 -84

Charges and taxes on unlet properties 9 -33 -57

Property management costs 10 -637 -577

Other property charges 11 6 -6

PROPERTY CHARGES -1 193 -1 207

OPERATING PROPERTY RESULT 14 354 13 084

Operating corporate costs 12 -1 291 -1 176

Other current operating income and expenses 13

OPERATING RESULT BEFORE RESULT ON THE PORTFOLIO 13 063 11 908

1. CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT
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INCOME STATEMENT Notes 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Result on disposals of investment property 14 718

Result on sales of other non fi nancial assets 15

Changes in fair-value of investment property 16 13 667 10 118

OPERATING RESULT 26 730 22 744

Financial income 17 625 340

Interest charges 18 -4 009 -3 424

Other fi nancial charges 19 -130 -118

FINANCIAL RESULT -3 514 -3 202

RESULT BEFORE TAXES 23 216 19 542

TAXES 20 -193 -72

NET RESULT 23 024 19 470

Attributable to:

     Equity holders of the parent 23 024 19 470

RESULT PER SHARE Notes 31.03.07 31.03.06

Number of ordinary shares 21 3 568 952 3 568 724

Net current result per ordinary share (in €) 23 6.45 5.46

Diluted net current result per share (in €) 23 6.45 5.46

Distributable result per share (in €) 23 2.59 2.30
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2. CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET  

ASSETS Notes 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Non-current assets 245 116 181 355

Goodwill 201

Intangible assets 24 247 3

Investment properties 25 241 019 176 074

Development projects 25 1 742 4 257

Other tangible fi xed assets 24 213 448

Non current fi nancial assets 26 1 884 352

Trade receivable and other non-current assets 27 11 20

Current assets 19 200 24 589

Assets held for sale 28 6 380 6 867

Trade receivables 29 500 615

Tax receivables and other current assets 30 628 266

Cash and cash equivalents 31 11 306 16 658

Deferred charges and accrued income 32 386 183

TOTAL ASSETS 264 316 205 944

SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES Notes 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Shareholders’ Equity 147 091 133 169

Capital 33 80 303 80 294

Share premium 34 4 660 4 660

Reserves 35 57 901 44 209

Result 36 10 392 9 263

Impact on fair value of estimated transaction rights and costs 

resulting from the hypothetical disposal of investment properties

37 -6 817 -5 258

Changes in fair value of fi nancial assets and liabilities 38 652 1
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SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES Notes 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Liabilities 117 225 72 774

Non-current liabilities 102 714 66 134

      Provisions  39

      Non-current fi nancial debts 44 102 714 65 985

Credit institutions 102 696 65 546

Financial lease 335 439

Other non-current liabilities 40 18 149

Current liabilities 14 511 6 640

      Current fi nancial debts 44 4 335 2 413

Credit institutions 4 197 2 277

Financial lease 139 136

      Trade debts and other current debts 41 8 776 2 762

      Other current liabilities 42 174 209

      Accrued charges and deferred income 43 1 227 1 257

TOTAL SHAREHOLDER’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 264 316 205 944

DEBT RATIO Notes 31.03.07 31.03.06

Debt ratio1 43.64% 34.73%

NET ASSET VALUE PER SHARE Notes 31.03.07 31.03.06

(in €)

Net asset value per share (investment value) (2) 41.21 37.32

Net asset value per share (fair value) (3) 43.12 38.79

(1)  The debt ratio is calculated as the liabilities (excluding provisions and accrued charges and deferred income) less the 
change in the fair value of the coverage instruments divided by the total assets

(2) The net assets per share (fair value) is calculated as follows: shareholders’ equity divided by the number of shares
(3)  The net assets per share (investment value) is calculated as follows: shareholders’ equity (excluding the impact on the 

fair value of estimated transaction rights and costs resulting from the hypothetical disposal of investment properties) 
divided by the number of shares
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3.STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

in 000 €

Share 

capital

Ordinary 

shares

Share 

premium

Revaluation 

gains

Amount according to IFRS at 1 april 2005 80 293 4 660

     - Profi t of fi nancial year 2005-2006

     -  Transfer on the result on the portfolio to the reserves not available for 

distribution

     -  Impact on fair value of estimated transaction rights and costs resulting from 

the hypothetical disposal of investment properties

     - Dividends of fi nancial year 2004-2005

     - Changes in fair value of fi nancial assets and liabilities

           * on fi nancial assets for disposal

           * on derivative fi nancial instruments

     - Reversal provision maintenance

     - Changes in capital 1

     - Others

Amount according to IFRS at 31 march 2006 80 294 4 660

     - Profi t of fi nancial year 2006-2007

     -  Transfer on the result on the portfolio to the reserves not available for 

distribution

     -  Impact on fair value of estimated transaction rights and costs resulting from 

the hypothetical disposal of investment properties

     - Dividends of fi nancial year 2005-2006

     - Changes in fair value of fi nancial assets and liabilities

           * on fi nancial assets for disposal

           * on derivative fi nancial instruments

     - Changes in capital 10

     - Others

Amount according to IFRS at 31 march 2007 80 303 4 660
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Reserves Result Impact on fair value 

of estimated transac-

tion rights and costs 

resulting from the 

hypothetical disposal of 

investment properties

Changes in 

fair value 

of fi nancial 

assets and 

liabilities

Minority

interests

Total 

sharehol-

ders’ equity

legal not available available 

48 33 449 269 8 350 -5 143 121 928

19 469 19 469

10 452 -10 452

-115 -115

-7 994 -7 994

1 1

-110 -110

1

-6 -4 -10

42 43 898 269 9 263 -5 258 1 133 169

23 024 23 024

13 667 -13 667  

-1 559 -1 559

-8 208 -8 208

651 651

10

20 4 -20 4

63 57 568 269 10 392 -6 817 652 147 090
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in 000 € 31.03.07 31.03.06

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR 16 657 13 354

1. Cash-fl ow from operating activities 14 933 8 123

Net result of the fi nancial year 23 024 19 470

Operating result 26 730 22 744

Interest paid -3 966 -3 100

Interest received 317 200

Dividends received 52

Corporation tax paid -484 -1 215

Other 374 841

Non-cash elements to be added to/deducted from result -13 507 -10 782

* Depreciation and Writedowns

    -  Depreciation / Writedowns (or writeback) on intangible and tangible 

assets 

76 52

   -  Depreciation / Writedowns (or writeback) on

trade receivables

84

* Other non-cash elements

   -  Changes in fair value of investment properties -13 667 -10 118

   - Profi t on sale of investment properties -718

* Others

Change in working capital requirements 5 415 -564

 * Movements of assets:

- Trade receivables 31 -160

 - Tax receivables and other current assets -362 97

 - Deffered charges -203 67

 * Movements of liabilities:

   - Trade debts and other currents debts 6 014 -516

   - Other current liabilities -35 -3

   - Accrued charges and deferrred income -30 -49

4. CONSOLIDATED CASH-FLOW STATEMENT 
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in 000 € 31.03.07 31.03.06

2. Cash-fl ow from investment activities -50 595 -1 936

Disposal of goodwill 201

Purchase of intangible assets -274 -3

Purchase of investment properties -52 370 -11 278

Profi t on sale of investment properties and properties held for sale 10 544

Transfer of development projects 2 515 -714

Purchase of other tangible assets 189 -113

Income from non-current fi nancial assets -881 -351

Income from trade receivable and other non-current assets 9 -20

Disposal of assets held for sale 17

3. Cash-fl ow from fi nancing activities 30 311 -2 884

* Change in fi nancial liabilities and fi nancial debts

   - Increase in fi nancial debts 42 352 5 135

   - Decrease in fi nancial debts -3 718

   - Increase (+) / Decrease (-) in other fi nancial liabilities

* Change in other liabilities

   - Increase (+) / Decrease (-) in other liabilities -131 94

   - Increase (+) / Decrease (-) in other debts

* Change in shareholder’ equity

   - Increase (+) / Reduction (-) in capital 10 1

   - Others 7 -120

* Dividends

   - Dividend for the previous year (-) -8 208 -7 994

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF YEAR 11 306 16 657
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B. NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

I. GENERAL COMPANY INFORMATION

Retail Estates nv (“the Company”) is a ‘Vastgoedbevak’ 

(Belgian fi xed-capital property investment fund) that 

is subject to Belgian law, with its registered offi ce 

in Ternat.

The consolidated fi nancial statements of the 

Company for the fi nancial year ended on 31 March 

2007 include the Company and its subsidiaries (the 

“Group”). The fi nancial statements were completed 

for publication by the Board of Directors on 25 may 

2007   and were presented to the annual shareholders’ 

meeting for approval on 25 June 2007. 

II  IMPORTANT PRINCIPLES FOR FINANCIAL 

REPORTING

A. STATEMENT OF CONFORMITY

The consolidated fi nancial statements have been 

prepared in accordance with the “International 

Financial Reporting Standards” (IFRS) as accepted 

within the European Union. Since 1 April 2005, 

the Company has applied IFRS as its accounting 

principles. 

 

B. BASIS OF PREPARATION

The fi nancial information is presented in thousands 

of euros, rounded off to the nearest thousand. The 

accounting principles are applied consistently 

within the Group.

Below you will fi nd a summary of the most important 

principles for fi nancial reporting. The accounting 

principles have been consistently applied during 

the whole of the relevant period.

C. CONSOLIDATION PRINCIPLES

The subsidiaries are fully consolidated.

Full consolidation consists of incorporating all the 

assets and liabilities of the consolidated companies, 

as well as all the costs and the revenues within 

which the necessary eliminations have been 

performed.

Control is the power to govern the fi nancial and 

operating policies of an entity so as to obtain 

benefi ts from its activities. Real Estate certifi cates 

are fully consolidated if the company holds 75% of 

the certifi cates issued.  For the part not held by the 

company, a debt is recognized towards the holder 

of the certifi cates.
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D. TRANSLATION OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES

Currency transactions are entered at the exchange 

rate valid on the transaction date.  Monetary assets 

and currency liabilities are valued at the fi nal rate 

in force on the balance sheet date.  Exchange 

rate differences deriving from the conversion 

of monetary assets and currency liabilities are 

entered in the income statement in the period when 

they occur.  Non-monetary assets and currency 

liabilities are converted at the exchange rate valid 

at the transaction date.

E. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

FAIR VALUE HEDGE

The Group uses fi nancial derivatives (interest rate 

swaps) to hedge interest rate exposure arising from 

operational, fi nancial and investment activities. 

Derivative fi nancial products are recognised 

initially at their cost price. After initial recognition, 

the fi nancial derivatives are measured at fair 

value in the fi nancial statements. Gains or losses 

that result from changes in the fair value of the 

fi nancial derivatives are immediately recognised in 

the income statement, unless a derivative satisfi es 

the conditions for hedge accounting. The fair value 

of the fi nancial interest rate derivatives is the 

amount that the company expects to receive or 

pay if the fi nancial interest rate derivative would be 

terminated as of the balance sheet date, in which 

the prevailing interest rate and the credit risk of 

the counterparty concerned are also taken into 

account.

CASH FLOW HEDGE

If a fi nancial derivative can be documented as an 

effective hedge of the possible fl uctuations of cash 

fl ows, which are attributable to a specifi c risk linked 

to an asset or liability or a highly probable forecast 

transaction, the part of the profi t or loss  that 

ensues from the change in value of the fi nancial 

interest rate derivative, that has been recognised 

as an effective hedge, is posted directly  to equity 

under “Changes in the fair value of fi nancial assets 

and liabilities”. The ineffective part of the fi nancial 

derivative is recognised in the income statement.

 

F. GOODWILL

In accordance with IFRS 3, goodwill is not amortised, 

but is annually subjected to an impairment test.

G. INVESTMENT PROPERTIES

VALUATION AT INITIAL RECOGNITION

Investment properties include all properties that 

are ready to let. Investment properties are initially 

valued at acquisition cost, including additional 

expenses and non-deductible VAT. The exit tax, due 
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from companies over which the Group acquires 

direct or indirect control is part of the acquisition 

cost, unless these companies do not qualify for 

merger with the property fund (as decided by the 

Board of Directors). The commission regarding 

to the acquisition of the building is considered as 

additional costs of the acquisition and is added to 

the acquisition cost.

VALUATION AFTER INITIAL RECOGNITION

At the end of each quarter, an independent property 

expert exactly appraises each of the following 

property elements:

•  the properties, the properties by function, and 

the property rights on properties held by Retail 

Estates nv or a company it controls; 

•  option rights on properties held by Retail 

Estates nv or by a property company it controls, 

as well as the property to which these rights give 

entitlement;

•  the contract rights by which one or more property 

assets are leased to Retail Estates nv or to a 

company it controls, together with the underlying 

assets.

The experts perform their appraisals in accordance 

with national and international standards and their 

application procedures, including those in the fi eld 

of the valuation of property funds. The fair value 

is defi ned as the most probable value that can be 

reasonably obtained between knowledgeable and 

willing parties in normal competitive conditions. 

Then an estimated amount for transfer taxes is 

deducted from this value. This is how the fair 

value of the asset is obtained  in accordance with 

the meaning of IAS 40. The estimated amount of 

transfer taxes is valued at a fl at rate set at 2.5% 

(see appendix 25 – investment properties).

Gains or losses that result from the fl uctuation in the 

fair value of an investment property are recognised 

in the income statement and incorporated in the 

period in which they arise and, at the appropriation 

of profi t, are assigned to the reserves not available 

for distribution.  If the reserves not available for 

distribution are insuffi cient to offset a loss  resulting 

from the change in fair value of the investment 

property, the loss is change against income.

EXPENDITURE FOR WORKS ON INVESTMENT PROPERTY 

The expenditure for works on investment property 

is charged to the operating property result if the 

expenditure has no positive effect on the expected 

future economic benefi ts, and is capitalised if it 

substantially increases the expected economic 

benefi ts that it brings to the entity. There are 

basically 2 important types expenditure:

a)  costs of maintenance and renovation of roof 

coverings and car parks: are charged to the 

operating property result;
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b)  costs for major renovations : renovation is one-

off work that adds a function to the building or 

signifi cantly improves the current comfort level, 

leading to an increase in the rent and/or rental 

value. Such costs are capitalised. These costs 

cover materials, fees, subcontracting work and 

the like.

Internal management and supervision costs are 

not capitalised.

DISPOSAL OF A PROPERTY INVESTMENT

The gains or losses realised on the sale of an 

investment property are classifi ed as “result on 

disposals of investment property” and are allocated 

to the retained earnings for the purposes of the 

appropriation account.  Commission paid to estate 

agents under a mandate to sell, transactions 

charges and liabilities resulting from transactions 

are a charge against the gain or loss realised on 

the sale.

H. DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

The development projects represent the cost of 

new building and/or conversion work, including the 

acquisition value of the land. Property assets under 

construction or in the process of reconstruction or 

expansion are valued at cost as the works progress, 

including incidental costs such as fi nance costs, 

registration duty and nondeductible VAT.

After the provisional completion of the construction 

work needed to make the building ready to let, the 

asset is fully transferred to the ̀ Investment property 

item. 

I. OTHER TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS 

Property, plant and equipment other than land and 

Buildings, having a limited useful life, are valued 

at acquisition cost, and then depreciated over 

their expected useful life using the straight-line 

method.

The following annual depreciation and amortisation 

percentages apply:

Plant, machinery and equipment: 20%

Furniture: 10%

Vehicles: 20%

IT equipment: 33%

Standard software: 33%

Tailor-made software: 20-25%

Leased equipment is depreciated over the 

contracted period of the lease.

If there are indications that an asset may have 

suffered an impairment loss, the carrying amount is 

compared with the realisable value. If the carrying 

amount is higher than the realisable value, an 

impairment loss is recognised.
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When other tangible fi xed assets are sold or retired, 

their carrying amount creases to be recognised in 

the balance sheet and the gain or loss is recognised 

in profi t and loss.

J. TRADE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND OTHER 

NON CURRENT ASSETS

Non-current receivables are discounted on the 

basis of the interest rates that apply on the date of 

acquisition. A writedown  is entered if uncertainty 

exists concerning the collectability of the receivable 

at maturity.

K. REAL ESTATE CERTIFICATES

VALUATION

1. General principle

If the holder of the certifi cates does not have material 

interest (more than 75%) of a real estate certifi cate 

as at the closing date, the certifi cates are entered 

at the weighted average quoted price during the 

preceding 30 days, and classifi ed as Non-current 

Financial Assets. A deviation from this occurs if, on 

the basis of publicly available information and the 

issue conditions for the real estate certifi cate, a net 

asset value is noted that is substantially below the 

stock market price. The value is then limited to the 

net asset value.

2.  Ownership of material interest (more than 

75%) in certificates issued(as at 31 March 

2007 only applicable to the “Distri-Land” real 

estate certificates) 

The quoted price of these real estate certifi cates, as 

listed on the Euronext Brussels – Second Market, 

cannot be considered as a reliable reference given 

the limited liquidity of this real estate certifi cate. 

Retail Estates nv’s policy is to revalue its real estate 

certifi cates at every closing date in function of:

a)  the fair value of the investment property owned 

by the issuer, similar to the valuation of the 

company’s own properties. This occurs on 

the basis of a periodic valuation by a property 

expert engaged jointly by Retail Estates nv and 

Immobilière Distri-Land nv. Where one or more 

buildings are sold by the real estate certifi cate 

issuer, the sale price shall be used as the 

valuation until the distribution of the sale’s 

proceeds;

b)  the contractual rights of the holder of the 

real estate certifi cate in compliance with the 

prospectus that was published at the insurance 

of the real estate certifi cate.

Retail Estates nv invests only in certifi cates issued 

for the fi nancing of peripheral retail properties. 

The investment properties owned by the issuer are 
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the type of out-of town retail properties in line with 

Retail Estates nv’s investment objectives. Although 

Retail Estates nv is not the legal owner of these 

properties, it considers itself as the economic 

benefi ciary pro rata  its contractual rights in 

ownership. In addition an investment in real estate 

certifi cates is considered as  investment property 

pursuant to section 1:2 (4) of the Royal Decree of 10 

April 1995 on property investment funds.

Taking these considerations into account, the 

certifi cates are classifi ed as investment property at 

their acquisition cost including additional expenses. 

These certifi cates are revalued by means of a non-

distributable reserve, or charged to the result if this 

reserve is insuffi cient to absorb the revaluation.  

Gains or losses that result from the fl uctuation in 

the fair value of investment property are recognised 

in the income statement and incorporated in the 

period in which they arise and at the appropriation 

of profi ts are assigned to the reserves not available 

for distribution.

If the reserves not available for distribution are 

insuffi cient to offset a loss resulting from the 

change in fair value of the investment property, the 

loss is charged against income.

TREATMENT OF COUPONS

1. Treatment of operating result

As a holder of the real estate certifi cates, Retail 

Estates nv has a contractual right, a rata of the real 

estate certifi cates in its possession, to a share of 

the operating result realised by the issuer  resulting 

from rent income minus operating and maintenance 

expenses. The entire decrease or increase in value 

is recognised by re-estimating the value of the real 

estate certifi cate. As a result the coupon should 

not be considered as a compensation for a possible 

less value o the buildings. For this reason the 

entire coupon is treated as net rental income and 

is classifi ed as turnover.

2.  Treatment of the liquidation balance on the 

sale of property

Whenever a particular property in the issuer’s portfolio 

is sold, its is treated as follows:

The net proceeds, after retention of any withholding 

tax liability, are recognised as a realised capital gain 

in Retail Estates nv’s accounts only for the difference 

between the fair value of the real estate certifi cate at 

the closing date plus the net liquidation coupon and 

the fair value at the previous closing date;

The fair value of the real estate certifi cate is calculated 

at each closing date by performing a valuation of the 

certifi cate holder’s contractual rights as these appear 

in the issue prospectus. Gains or losses that result 
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from the fl uctuation in the fair value of investment 

property are recognised in the income statement and 

incorporated  in the period in which they arise and 

at the appropriation of profi ts, are assigned to the 

reserves not available for distribution. 

If the reserves not available for distribution are 

insuffi cient  to offset a loss resulting from the change 

in fair value of the investment property, the loss is 

charged against income.

L. ASSETS HELD FOR SALE

This concerns properties for which the carrying 

amount will be basically realised at the sale of the 

assets and not by the further letting. Just like the 

investment properties (see above), these assets are 

recognised at fair value, which is the investment 

value less the transfer taxes. The estimated amount 

of transfer taxes in the case of assets held for is 

set at 10% or 12.5% (see appendix 25 – property 

investments).

M. CURRENT ASSETS

The receivables expected within one year are 

recognised at their nominal value, less write-downs 

for doubtful or bad debts. 

Cash investments are recognised at the lower of 

acquisition cost or market value. Any supplementary 

costs are charged directly to the income statement. 

Listed securities are valued at their quoted price 

(on the balance sheet date).

N. SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

The capital includes the funds obtained at formation, 

merger or increases of capital. The third-party 

charges that are directly attributable to the issue 

of new shares are deducted from the shareholders’ 

equity.

When share capital recognised as equity is 

repurchased by the Group, the amount of the 

consideration paid, including directly attributable 

costs, is recognised as change in equity.  Purchased 

shares are presented as a deduction from total 

equity.

Dividends are recognised as debt when they are 

approved by the General Shareholders’ meeting.

O. LIABILITIES

PROVISIONS

A provision is formed if :

-  Retail Estates nv has an existing – legally 

enforceable or actual – commitment as a result 

of an event in the past;

- it is probable that an outfl ow of funds will be 
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required to settle the commitment; and - the amount 

of the commitment can be reliably estimated.

Trade debts are presented at their nominal value 

on balance sheet date.

Interest-bearing borrowings are initially recognised 

at cost price less the directly attributable costs.

Subsequently the interest-bearing borrowings are 

recognised at the current value of still payable 

balances, with which each difference between the 

latter and the redemption value is recognised in the 

income statement for the term of the loan on the 

basis of the effective interest rate method.

P. PERSONNEL BENEFITS

Retail Estates nv provides a defi ned contribution 

pension scheme for its employees. This scheme 

is entrusted to a fund that is independent of the 

company. Contributions paid during the fi nancial 

year are recognised as expenses.

Q. PROPERTY RESULT

The net letting result includes the rent, operating 

lease income and other income related to these, 

minus the rent related expenses which consists 

mainly out of the rent for hired assets and ground 

lease and the write down or trade receivable.

The recovery of property expenses includes 

the revenue form recharge of major repair and 

maintenance and compensation for rental damage. 

The charges and taxes normally payable by tenants 

on let properties and recovery of these expenses 

refer to costs that under law or custom fall to the 

expense of the tenant or lessee.  The owner will 

either charge or not charge these costs to the 

tenant according to the contractual arrangements 

made with the tenant.

Income is valued at fair value of the compensation 

received and entered to the income statement using 

the straight-line method in the periods to which it 

refers.

Compensation paid by lessees for the early 

termination of a lease contract are taken to income 

over a certain period according to the number of 

months’ rent the lessee has paid and insofar as the 

property in question has not been re-let.

R. PROPERTY CHARGES

The property charges are valued at the fair value 

of the compensation that has been paid or is due, 

and is entered to the income statement using 

the straight-line method in the period to which it 

refers.

The technical costs include, among other things, 

structural and occasional maintenance and losses 
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from damage covered by the insurance companies. 

The commercial costs include brokers commission 

fees. The property management costs mainly 

include the costs of the personnel responsible for 

this activity, the operating costs of the company’s 

registered offi ces and fees paid to third parties. 

Management fees received from tenants or third 

parties, which partially cover the management 

costs of the properties, are deducted. 

S.  OPERATING CORPORATE COSTS AND OTHER 

CURRENT OPERATING INCOME AND EXPENSES

The operating corporate costs cover all costs 

involved in the management of the property 

investment fund. These costs are incurred to 

provide transparent fi nancial information, to be 

economically comparable with other types of 

investments and to offer investors the opportunity 

to indirectly participate in a diversifi ed property 

investment in a cash equivalent manner. A part of 

the costs incurred in the context of the company’s 

growth strategy are classifi ed here.

T. FINANCIAL RESULT

The fi nancial result consists of the borrowing costs 

and additional funding costs, less the income from 

investments.

U. CORPORATE TAX

Income tax on the profi t or loss for the year 

comprises current tax.  Income tax is recognised 

in the income statement except to the extent that 

it relates to items recognised directly to equity in 

which case it is recognised in equity. Current tax 

is the expected tax payable on the taxable income 

for the year, using tax rate enacted or substantially 

enacted at balance sheet date, and any adjustment 

to tax payable in respect of previous years.

V. EXIT TAX

An exit tax is the tax on the capital gain that arises 

upon merger of a fi xed capital investment company 

(bevak) with a company that is not a Bevak.  When 

this company enters the consolidation scope of 

the Group, a provision for exit tax liabilities is 

recorded simultaneously with a reevalution gain on 

the property corresponding to the market value of 

the property and taking into account a fore wasted 

merger date.  Any subsequent adjustment to this 

tax liability is recognised in the income statement.

For foreign companies that can opt for a comparable 

regime to the exit tax, a provision is formed as 

soon as the Board of Directors has the intention of 

attempting to make use of such a tax statute.
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III.  FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT

INTEREST RATE RISK

40% of the Group’s net assets are funded by interest-

bearing debts which make the company subject to 

an interest rate risk. This risk is converted as much 

as possible by the prudent policy that is pursued:

the majority of the fi nancial debts are concluded 

at a fi xed interest rate or at a variable interest rate 

that is hedged against interest rate rises.

FINANCING RISK

The long-term fi nancing is concluded in the form 

of “bullet loans”, which are loans for which the 

principal must be paid back in full after a term of 

5 to 8 years.

The low debt level of the company, and the 

distribution of the funding among several banks 

limit the liquidity risk of the Group. 

CREDIT RISK

Before a new tenant is accepted, a credit risk 

analysis is carried out on the basis of the available 

information.

Furthermore, rental arrears are carefully monitored 

by the company. In cases of non-payment, the 

company generally holds a bank guarantee.

4. SEGMENTED INFORMATION

A segment is a distinct component of the company 

active in a specifi c market and subject to risks 

and yields that differ from these of other the 

segments.

Since out of town shops make up 99% of the 

portfolio of Retail Estates, a breakdown by business 

segment is not relevant. The Board of Directors 

uses no other segment for taking its decisions.

The Group operates in 2 major geographical areas, 

Belgium and Luxembourg. The relevance of this 

geographical segmentation concerns the different 

regimes for VAT and corporate tax.
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INCOME STATEMENT BY SEGMENT

1. INCOME STATEMENT

GEOGRAPHICAL SEGMENT BELGIUM LUXEMBOURG TOTAL

in 000 € 31.03.07 31.03.06 31.03.07 31.03.06 31.03.07 31.03.06

Rental income  15 008 13 798 802 682 15 809 14 480

Rental related expenses -153 -133 -153 -133

NET RENTAL RESULT 14 855 13 665 802 682 15 656 14 347

Recovery of property expenses

Recovery of charges and taxes payable by 

tenants on let property

1 036 1 036 11 8 1 047 1 043

Charges and taxes payable by tenants on let 

property

-1 131 -1 109 -12 -16 -1 144 -1 126

Other rental related income and expenses -12 26 -12 26

PROPERTY RESULT 14 748 13 617 800 674 15 548 14 291

OPERATING RESULT BEFORE RESULT ON THE 

PORTFOLIO

12 332 11 161 731 747 13 063 11 908

Result on disposals of investment property 718 718

Result on sales of other non fi nancial assets

Changes in fair-value of investment property 13 339 9 717 328 401 13 667 10 118

OPERATING RESULT OF THE SEGMENT 25 672 21 595 1 058 1 148 26 730 22 744

Financial result -3 396 -3 061 -118 -141 -3 514 -3 202

Taxes -42 106 -151 -177 -193 -72

NET RESULT 22 234 18 640 790 830 23 024 19 470
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2. BALANCE SHEET

GEOGRAPHICAL SEGMENT BELGIUM LUXEMBOURG TOTAL

in 000 € 31.03.07 31.03.06 31.03.07 31.03.06 31.03.07 31.03.06

ASSETS

Investment properties(1) 229 635 167 451 11 384 8 623 241 019 176 074

Development projects 1 742 1 777 2 479 1 742 4 257

Asset held for sale 6 380 6 867 6 380 6 867

Other assets 14 882 18 164 294 583 15 176 18 747

SEGMENT ASSETS 252 638 194 258 11 678 11 685 264 316 205 944

LIABILITIES

Non-current liabilities 99 214 61 777 3 500 4 207 102 714 65 985

Current fi nancial liabilities 4 335 2 413 4 335 2 413

Other liabilities 9 199 2 899 978 1 478 10 176 4 376

SEGMENT LIABILITIES 112 747 67 090 4 478 5 685 117 225 72 774

3. KEY FIGURES

GEOGRAPHICAL SEGMENT BELGIUM LUXEMBOURG TOTAL

in 000 € 31.03.07 31.03.06 31.03.07 31.03.06 31.03.07 31.03.06

Investment properties at fair value 236 015 174 318 11 384 8 623 247 398 182 941

Investment properties at investment value 242 547 179 341 11 668 8 838 254 215 188 179

Segment yield (%) 6.36% 7.92% 7.04% 7.91% 6.39% 7.92%

Total surface for rent (m2) 219 841 176 664 7 498 5 546 227 339 182 210

Occupancy rate (%) 98.92% 98.64% 94.80% 100.00% 98.78% 98.69%

(1)  There were no investments in investment properties in Luxembourg in the fi nancial year ending on 31/03/2007. There were 

investments worth EUR 11.36 million in Belgium. In the fi nancial year closing on 31/03/2007 there were investments worth 

EUR 2.44 million in Luxembourg. The fi gure for investments in Belgium was EUR 49.93 million.
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OTHER NOTES

PROPERTY RESULT

NOTE 1

RENTAL INCOME 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Rent 14 698 13 366

Guaranteed income

Operational lease income 1 098 1 114

Rental discounts

Rental benefi ts (‘incentives’)

Compensation for breach of contract 14

Total rental income 15 809 14 480

The rise in the rental income is mainly due to the growth of the real estate portfolio.

  

The table below indicates how much of the rental income could potentially be eliminated annually, i.e. if each tenant 

that has a termination option also effectively leaves the building and no renewed leases are arranged. However, it 

should be noted that the law stipulates that commercial lease agreements are concluded for 9 years in principle, with 

the tenants enjoying a termination option every 3 years.

  

in 000 € 31.03.07

Within one year 1 595

Between one and fi ve years 14 888

More than fi ve years 1 804
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NOTE 2

RENTAL RELATED EXPENSES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Rent for hired assets and ground lease -69 -49

Write down on trade receivable -176 -122

Reversal of write down on trade receivable 92 38

Total rental related expenses -153 -133

NOTE 3

RECOVERY OF PROPERTY EXPENSES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Management fees earned from tenants

Recharge of major repair and maintenance

Compensation for rental damage

Total recovery of property expenses

Income from passing on expenses for major maintenance and compensation is included here. Such payments were 

not received in recent fi nancial years.

NOTE 4

RECOVERY OF CHARGES AND TAXES NORMALLY PAYABLE BY TENANTS ON 
LET PROPERTIES

31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Reinvoicing of charges borne by the proprietor 117 177

Reinvoicing of prelevies and taxes on let properties 930 866

Total recovery of charges and taxes normally payable by tenants on let 

properties 1 047 1 043
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NOTE 5

CHARGES AND TAXES NORMALLY PAYABLE BY TENANTS ON LET PROPERTIES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Charges borne by the proprietor -193 -242

Prelevy and taxes -951 -884

Total charges and taxes normally payable by tenants on let properties -1 144 -1 126

The normal tenancy agreements usually provide for these expenses and taxes to be borne by the tenants via charge-

on invoices from the owner. A number of the Group’s tenancy agreements state, however, that taxes remain payable 

by the owner. This classifi cation principally includes the costs of withholding tax, insurance and main services.

     

NOTE 6

OTHER RENTAL RELATED INCOME AND EXPENSES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Other rental related income and expenses -12 26

Total other rental related income and expenses -12 26

TOTAL PROPERTY RESULT 15 548 14 291
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PROPERTY EXPENSES

NOTE 7

TECHNICAL COSTS 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Recurrent technical costs -396 -329

Maintenance -396 -329

Insurance premiums

Non-recurrent technical costs -56 -154

Occasional maintenance -56 -154

Indemnity losses covered by insurance companies -234

Compensations received from insurances companies 234

Total technical costs -453 -483

Structural maintenance principally covers the regular renovation of car parks and roofs. Occasional maintenance, 

on the other hand, mainly includes unforeseeable costs for the structure of the let premises as a result of wear, 

uninsured accidents and vandalism.

NOTE 8

COMMERCIAL COSTS 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Brokers’ commissions -51 -32

Marketing costs related to properties -3

Lawyers’ fee and legal costs -16 -35

Others -9 -15

Total commercial costs -76 -84
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NOTE 9

CHARGES AND TAXES ON UNLET PROPERTIES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Vacancy charges of the fi nancial year -18 1

Withholding tax on vacant properties -16 -57

Total charges and taxes on unlet properties -33 -57

The costs of and taxes on non-rented buildings include buildings that are vacant for a limited time in the context of 

a changeover between tenants.
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NOTE 10

Property management costs

Management expenses are subdivided into the costs of the management of the portfolio and other expenses.  

These costs mainly include the costs of the personnel responsible for this activity, the operating costs of the company’s 

principal place of business and fees paid to third parties. Management fees received from the tenants are deducted, 

and partially cover the management costs of the properties.

in 000 € 31.03.07 31.03.06

Offi ce charges -43 -49

IT -14 -17

Others -28 -32

Housing costs -41 -46

Fees to third parties -4 -4

Recurrent

Real Estate valuers

Laywers

Others -4 -4

Non-recurrent

Mergers and acquisitions (other than business combinations)

Public relations, communication and advertising -4

Personnel expenses -484 -428

Salaries -298 -278

Social security -88 -79

Pensions and other benefits -9 -6

Others -89 -65

Management fees earned from tenants 6

Taxes and regulatory fees -2

Depreciation charges on office furniture and IT equipment & software -62 -52

Total property management costs -637 -577

The personnel costs form the major part of the management costs. On 31.03.07 the personnel level is 4.85 FTE. On 

31.03.06 this fi gure was 4.3 FTE.
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NOTE 11

    

OTHER PROPERY CHARGES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Other property charges 6 -6

Total other property charges 6 -6

TOTAL PROPERTY CHARGES -1 193 -1 207
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NOTE 12

Corporate operating costs

The corporate operating costs cover the fi xed operating costs of the company that operates as a legal entity listed 

on the stock market and which benefi ts from the statute for the fi xed-capital property investment companies. These 

costs are incurred to provide transparent fi nancial information, to be economically comparable with other types of 

investments and to offer investors the opportunity to directly participate in a diversifi ed property investment in a cash 

equivalent manner. A proportion of the costs incurred in the context of the company’s strategy are also included 

under this classifi cation.

in 000 € 31.03.07 31.03.06

Offi ce charges -31 -38

IT -14 -14

Others -17 -25

Housing costs -33 -36

Fees to third parties -257 -210

Recurrent -51 -80

Lawyers

Auditors -46 -73

Others -4 -7

Non-recurrent -73 -36

Lawyers -9

Notary expenses -4

Consultants -60 -36

Mergers and acquisitions (other than business combinations) -133 -95

Public relations, communication and advertising -57 -79

Personnel expenses -359 -355

Salaries -234 -237

Social security -68 -62

Pensions and other benefits -6 -5

Others -50 -51

Renumeration of board of directors -80 -66

Taxes and regulatory fees -476 -391

Total operational costs -1 291 -1 176

The increase in the company’s overheads can mainly be explained by the rise in non-recurring fees in the context of 

mergers and acquisitions. The expenses for the real estate expert also rose due to the additional valuation of acqui-

sitions during the past fi nancial year.
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NOTE 13

OTHER CURRENT OPERATING INCOME AND COSTS 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Other operational income

Other operational costs

Total current operating income and costs

NOTE 14

RESULT ON DISPOSALS OF INVESTMENT PROPERTIES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Acquisition value 9 287

Net result on investment property (selling price - transaction costs) 10 005

Total result on disposals of investment property 718

No property investments were sold during the current fi nancial year.

NOTE 15

RESULT ON SALES OF OTHER NON FINANCIAL ASSETS 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Acquisition value

Accumulated capital gains and impairment losses

Book value (fair value)

Selling price

Total result on sales of other non fi nancial assets
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NOTE 16

CHANGES IN FAIR VALUE OF INVESTMENT PROPERTY 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Positive change in investment property 14 830 12 271

Negative change in investment property -1 163 -2 153

Total changes in fair value of investment property 13 667 10 118

The positive development is mainly attributable to the completion of 2 project developments in Mechelen and Sint-

Niklaas that were developed for the company ‘s own account and, on the other hand, to an important increase of the 

value of the total property portfolio. The negative development, on the other hand, is attributable to a few free-stan-

ding premises in Liege (Herstal and Bressoux) that were let at lower rents and to the decrease in value of premises 

at Messancy. This fall in value is the result of a structural excess supply of shoppremises arising from the building of 

the Messancy Factory Shopping centre and the Hydrion retail park at Arlon.

NOTE 17

FINANCIAL RESULT 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Interests included in the cost of qualifying assets 91 116

Income related to real estate certifi cat «Distri-Invest» 151

Interests received 297 209

Others 88 14

Total fi nancial result 625 340
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NOTE 18 

INTEREST CHARGES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Nominal interest on loans -4 009 -3 424

Total interest charges -4 009 -3 424

The average interest rate amounted to 4.2 % on 31.03.2007 and 5.01% on 31.03.2006. The company concluded almost 

all its loans as investment loans with fi xed interest rates or as long-term loans with variable interest rates that are 

hedged against fi xed interest rates through a SWAP contract.

NOTE 19

OTHER FINANCIAL CHARGES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Bank costs and other commissions -130 -118

Total other fi nancial charges -130 -118
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NOTE 20

INCOME TAXES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Company -55 176

1. Income taxes -48 1

Tax rate of 33.99% -47 -5

Prior year tax adjustment 6

2. Taxable result of 16.5% (exit tax) -7 175

Subsidiaries -138 -247

1. Income taxes -164 -154

Current year taxes -164 -154

Prior year tax adjustment

2. Exit tax 26 -93

Total income taxes -193 -72
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NOTE 21

NUMBER OF SHARES AND EARNINGS PER SHARE 31.03.07 31.03.06

Movement of the number of shares Number of shares Number of shares

Number of shares at the beginning of the fi nancial year 3 568 724 3 568 594

Number of shares at the end of the fi nancial year 3 568 952 3 568 724

Number of dividend bearing shares 3 568 952 3 568 724

Adjustments for diluted earnings per share

Weighted average number of shares for diluted earnings per share 3 568 806 3 568 724

 

3 568 952 3 568 724

228 shares were issued at the extraordinary general meeting of 21 November 2006  which confi rmed the 

merger through absorption with Sablon nv.

If the Board of Directors uses a capital increase in the context of the authorised capital this will be done 

subject to the applicable legislation on listed companies and fi xed-capital investment companies.

   

NOTE 22

Determination of mandatory dividend pay-out amount

Net operating result statutory fi nancial statement 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Net result (consolidated) 23 024 19 470

Adjustment to statutory fi nancial statement result -278 -483

Transactions of non-current nature included in net result (+/-)

Depreciations (+) and withdrawals of depreciation (-) 76 52

Other elements of not-current nature (+/-) 84 84

Result on the sale of investment properties (+/-) -718

Changes in fair value of investment properties (+/-) -13 667 -10 118

Net operating result 9 239 8 287
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The net operating result does not have to undergo any further adjustment for possible non-released capital 

gains on sales of investment properties.

It should be noted that the maximum payment amount of 80% must be paid out in accordance with the Royal 

Decree on fi xed-capital investment companies. This obligation is independent of the payment percentage 

that is available for payment in application of the provisions of the Companies Act.

NOTE 23

3. CALCULATION OF EARNINGS PER SHARE

(in €)

Earnings per 

share

Earnings per 

share

Basic earnings per share (1) 6.45 5.46

Diluted earnings per share (2) 6.45 5.46

Distributable earnings per share (3) 2.59 2.30

PROPOSED DIVIDEND PER SHARE 2.38 2.30

(in €)

(1)  The ordinary earnings per share is the net profi t/loss as published in the income statement, divided by the weighted average 

number of ordinary shares

(2)  The diluted ordinary earnings per share are the net profi t/loss as published in the income statement, divided by the weighted 

average number of diluted shares

(3)  The distributable profi t per share is the amount available for mandatory payment divided by the weighted average number of 

weighted shares
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NOTE 24

INTANGIBLE ASSETS - EXCLUDING INVESTMENT PROPERTY

in 000 €

Intangible assets Other tangible fi xed assets

INVESTMENT AND DEPRECIATION TABLE 31.03.07 31.03.06 31.03.07 31.03.06

Acquisition value

At the end of the preceding fi nancial year 425 422 617 532

Acquisitions 52 3 45 113

Transfers and disposals of assets (-) -13 -28

Transfers to/from other accounts 223 -233

At the end of fi nancial year 700 425 416 617

Depreciation and impairment losses

At the end of the preceding fi nancial year 422 422 169 145

Acquisitions (1) 30 46 52

Transfers and disposals of assets (-) -12 -28

At the end of fi nancial year 452 422 202 169

Net book value 247 3 214 448

(1)  Amortisation of non-current intangible assets and depreciation of other property, plant and equipment are recognised in 

the income statement under ‘property management costs’      
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NOTE 25

INVESTMENT PROPERTIES AND ASSETS HELD FOR SALE

INVESTMENT AND REVALUATION TABLE Investment properties Assets held for sale TOTAL

in 000 € 31.03.07 31.03.06 31.03.07 31.03.06 31.03.07 31.03.06

Amount at the end of the preceding 

fi nancial year

176 074 162 749 6 867 8 738 182 941 171 487

Acquisitions 52 370 11 355 52 370 11 355

Transfers and disposals -8 701 -17 -1 185 -17 -9 886

Change in fair value (±) 12 574 10 671 -470 -686 12 104 9 985

Amount at the end of the fi nancial year 241 019 176 074 6 380 6 867 247 399 182 942

OTHER INFORMATIONS

Investment property at investment value 247 038 180 476 7 177 7 706 254 215 188 182

Investment properties are accounted for at fair value 

using the fair value model in accordance with IAS 

40. This fair value is the price at which a property 

could be exchanged between knowledgeable and 

willing parties in normal competitive conditions. It 

is determined by the independent experts in a two-

step approach.

In the fi rst step, the experts determine the 

investment value of each property based on the 

present value of the net future rental income. The 

yield used depends essentially on yields noted 

in the property investment market, taking into 

consideration the location and the quality of the 

property and of the tenant at the valuation date. 

Future rental income is estimated based on current 

lease and reasonable and supportable assumptions 

about rental income from future leases in the light 

of current conditions. This value is the price that an 

investor (an hypothetical buyer) would be ready to 

pay to acquire the property in order to earn rents 

and to achieve a certain return on his investment.

In a second step, the experts deduct from the 

investment value of the Sicafi s’ property portfolio 

an estimated amount for the transfer taxes 

(registration duties) that the buyer or seller must 

pay in order to carry out a transfer of ownership. 
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The investment value less the estimated transfer 

taxes is the fair value in the meaning of IAS 40.

In Belgium, the transfer of ownership of a property 

is subject to the payment of transfer taxes. The 

amount of these taxes depends on the method of 

transfer, the type of purchaser and the location of 

the property. The fi rst 2 elements, and therefore the 

total amount of taxes to be paid, are only known 

once the transfer has been completed.

The range of taxes for the major types of property 

transfer include:

•  sale of properties: 12.5% for properties situated 

in the Region of Brussels Capital and in the 

Walloon Region, 10% for properties situated in 

the Flemish Region;

•  sale of real estate under the rules governing 

estate traders: 5.0% to 8.0%, depending on the 

region;

•  long-lease agreements for real estate (up to 50 

years for surface rights and up to 99 years for the 

long-lease right): 0.2%;

•  sales of properties where the purchaser is a public 

body (e.g. an agency of the European Union, the 

Federal Government, a regional government or a 

foreign government): tax exempt;

•  contribution in kind of real estate property 

against the issue of new shares in favour of the 

contributing party: tax exempt;

•   sale of shares of a real estate company: no 

taxes;

•  merger, split and other forms of company 

restructuring: no taxes; etc.

The effective rate of the transfer tax therefore 

varies from 0 to 12.5%, whereby it is not possible 

to predict which rate would apply to the transfer of 

a given Belgian property before that transfer has 

effectively taken place.

In January 2006, all independent experts who carry 

out the periodic valuation of the Sicafi s’ real estate 

portfolios were asked to compute a weighted average 

transfer tax percentage to apply on the Sicafi s’ real 

estate portfolios based on supporting historical 

data. For transactions concerning properties with 

an overall value exceeding 2.5 million euro, given 

the range of different methods for property transfers 

applying in Belgium (see above), the experts have 

calculated on the basis of a representative sample of 

220 transactions taking place in the market between 

2003 and 2005 and totalling 6.0 billion euro, that the 

weighted average transfer tax comes to 2.5%; this 

percentage will be reviewed annually and if necessary 

adjusted at each 0.5% threshold. For transactions 

concerning properties with an overall value of less 

than 2.5 million euro, registration taxes of between 

10% and 12.5% would apply, depending on the region 

in which the property is located in Belgium.
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Retail Estates nv considers its property portfolio as 

a whole that can be disposed of as a whole or as a 

limited number of larger parts.

In accordance with valuation at “fair value” of its 

property expert Cushman & Wakefi eld, the value of 

the properties was reduced by 2.5% according to 

the experts’ expected transaction charges with the 

disposal of the properties.

A limited number of specifi cally identifi ed premises 

are, according to Retail Estates, very diffi cult to sell 

with this property portfolio, because the nature 

and/or location of these buildings mean they would 

have a negative effect on the value of the portfolio 

as a whole. These premises are classifi ed on the 

balance sheet as “assets held for sale”. Since the 

individual value of these premises lies below the 

threshold of EUR 2.5 million, the full transfer taxes 

of the region concerned, amounting to 10% or 12%, 

are deducted.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENTS

INVESTMENT AND REVALUATION TABLE PROJECT DEVELOPMENTS

in 000 € 31.03.07 31.03.06

Balance at the end of the previous fi nancial year 4 257 3 542

Purchases 5 000 4 177

Activated fi nancing costs

Transfer to real estate investments -7 514 -3 463

Variation in fair value (+/-)

Balance at the end of the fi nancial year 1 742 4 257
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NOTE 26

NON CURRENT FINANCIAL ASSETS 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Real Estate Certifi cat Distri-Invest 1 214 252

Derivative fi nancial instruments 670 100

Total non current fi nancial assets 1 884 352

    

The interest in the Distri-Invest real estate certifi cates is purely a fi nancial investment, in contrast to the substan-

tial interest of Retail Estates nv in Distri-Land (77.21% of the issued certifi cates) which is classifi ed as Investment 

property.  

    

NOTE 27

TRADE RECEIVABLES AND OTHER NON-CURRENT ASSETS 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Guarantees paid in cash 11 20

Total receivables and other non-current assets 11 20

CURRENT ASSETS

NOTE 28

ASSETS HELD FOR SALE 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Assets held for sale 6 380 6 867

Total assets held for sale 6 380 6 867
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NOTE 29

TRADE RECEIVABLES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Trade receivables 368 544

Invoice to issue 4 22

Doubtful debtors -220 -189

Coupon real estate certifi cats

Distri-Land 247 238

Distri-Invest 98

Others 3

Total trade receivables 500 615

NOTE 30

TAX RECEIVABLES AND OTHER CURRENT ASSETS 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

VAT receivable 66 185

Corporate tax receivable 550 37

Withholding tax receivable 11 15

Receivable from insurance company

Receivable from disposals of fi xed assets

Other 29

Total tax receivables and other current assets 628 266
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NOTE 31

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Bank balances 11 306 11 327

Cash 5 331

Total cash and cash equivalents 11 306 16 658

    

    

NOTE 32

DEFERRED CHARGES AND ACCRUED INCOME 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Recoverable real estate tax 180

Other costs to be carried forward 189 3

Accrued rental income: turnover rents & other rental income 197

Total deferred charges and accrued income 386 183

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 19 200 24 589
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NOTE 33

Shareholders’ equity

SHARE CAPITAL

Share capital evolution Capital 

movement

Total remai-

ning capital 

after the 

transaction

Number 

of created 

shares

Total number 

of shares

Date Transaction in 000 € in 000 € in units in units

12/07/88 Formation - 74 3 000 3 000

9/03/98 Split of shares - 74 27 283 30 283

9/03/98 Contribution in kind 11 237 11 311 453 291 483 574

9/03/98 Merger 3 255 14 566 346 638 830 212

9/03/98 Cash contribution 6 071 20 637 346 000 1 176 212

10/03/99 Capital decrease (incorporation of losses) -5 131 15 505 - 1 176 212

10/03/99 Merger 1 385 16 891 283 582 1 459 794

10/03/99 Capital decrease (incorporation of losses) -2 267 14 624 - 1 459 794

10/03/99 Incorporation of losses -174 14 451 - 1 459 794

10/03/99 Incorporation of share premium and 

revaluation value 4 793 19 244 - 1 459 794

10/03/99 Cash contribution 10 854 30 098 823 348

1/07/03 Cash contribution 12 039 42 137 913 256

31/12/03 Public offer on real estate certifi cates 

Distri-Land 4 907 47 043 372 216

5/11/04 Partial incorporation of share premium 33 250 80 294 - 3 568 614

5/11/04 Annulment of 20 shares -1 80 293 -20 3 568 594

10/08/05 Merger through absorption 1 80 294 130 3 568 724

21/11/06 Merger through absorption 10 80 303 228 3 568 952

Article 6.2 of the articles of association: 

Authorised capital 

The Board of Directors is explicitly permitted to 

increase the subscribed authorised share capital 

once or more by an amount of not more than eighty 

million, two hundred and ninety three thousand, 

three hundred and fi fteen euros (EUR 80,293,315).

This authorisation is granted to the Board of 
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Directors for a period of fi ve years with effect from 

the publication in the Appendices to the Belgian 

Gazette of the amendment to the articles of 

association decided by the extraordinary general 

meeting at which this authorisation was granted. 

It can be renewed once or several times, each time 

for maximum period of fi ve years.

Within the limits stated above and without 

deviating from the binding provisions of the Belgian 

Companies Code, the Board of Directors can decide 

to increase the capital, either by contributions in 

money, or contributions in kind, or conversion of 

provisions or share premiums, according to the 

case, with or without issuing new shares.

If the Board of Directors, as a result of its decision 

to increase share capital, asks for the payment of 

a share premium, the amount of this premium will 

be paid into a non-distributable account, called 

the ‘share premium’ account, which will serve as 

a guarantee to third parties to the same extent as 

the authorised share capital, and which is subject 

to approval of incorporation in the capital. It can 

only be reduced or abolished by a decision of the 

general meeting’s deliberations subject to the 

conditions stipulated in section 612 of the Belgian 

Companies Code.

Article 6.3 of the articles of association: 

Acquisition of the company’s own shares

The company can acquire its own shares as a result 

of a decision approved by the general meeting and 

subject to the prescribed attendance and majority 

provisions in section 599 of the Belgian Companies 

Code. The acquisition always occurs in exchange 

for money and takes place in accordance with the 

applicable provisions of the Belgian Companies 

Code.

The general meeting will specifi cally state the 

maximum number of shares that the company can 

acquire as well as the minimum and maximum 

value of the payment.

Articles 6.4 - 6.5 – 6.6 of the articles of association: 

Capital increase

The capital of the company can be increased 

through a decision by the general meeting, 

deliberating in accordance with the section 558 

and, where appropriate, section 560 of the Belgian 

Companies Code, or by a decision of the Board of 

Directors within the framework of the authorised 

capital. The company is nevertheless prohibited 

from subscribing directly or indirectly to its own 

capital.

The capital increase that takes place by public 

subscription during the two years following the 
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registration of the company on the list referred to in 

section 31 of the Act of 20 July 2004 on specifi c forms 

of group management of investment portfolios, 

however, will not occur. The subscription price and, 

where appropriate, commission and brokerage 

fees paid will be paid back to the subscribers, if the 

amount of the already issued capital increased by 

the total amount of subscriptions after the expiry of 

the subscription period is lower than the minimum 

investment budget stipulated in section 4 §1 (6) of 

the Belgian Royal Decree of 10 April 1995 on fi xed-

capital property investment companies.

The preceding paragraph will be included in the 

terms of issue of the increases of capital carried out 

means of public subscription within the two years 

that follow the registration date mentioned above.

The general meeting can decide to issue shares 

without mentioning a nominal value less than the 

fraction value of old shares. The invitation to the 

general meeting must state this explicitly.

In cases of increase of capital with creation of 

share premiums, the amount of this premium must 

be fully paid up at subscription.

In accordance with section 11 §1 of the Belgian Royal 

Decree of 10 April 1995 on fi xed-capital property 

investment companies, there can be no deviation 

from the preferential right of the shareholders in a 

capital increase via an issue of shares in return for 

a cash contribution.

In cases of an issue of shares in return for a 

contribution in kind, the following conditions must 

be met:

-  the identity of the contributor must be stated in the 

report referred to in article 602 §3 of the Belgian 

Companies Code, as well as in the invitation to the 

general meeting convened for the share capital 

increase;

-  the issue price cannot be less than the average 

quoted price during the thirty days prior to the 

contribution;

-  the report referred to in the fi rst condition 

above must also state the repercussions of the 

proposed contribution on the situation of former 

shareholders, in particular with respect to their 

share in the profi t and capital.
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NOTE 34

Share premium

Share premium evolution Share premium

Date Operation 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

09.03.98 Cash contribution 2 506 2 506

10.03.99 Cash contribution 16 193 16 193

01.07.03 Cash contribution 30 045 30 045

31.12.03 Public offer on real estate certifi cates Distri-Land 37 910 37 910

05.11.04 Partial incorporation of share premium 4 660 4 660

Total share premium 4 660 4 660

NOTE 35

RESERVES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Legal reserves 63 42

Reserves non available for distribution 57 569 43 898

Available 269 269

Total reserves 57 901 44 209

The increase of the non-distributable reserves is a result of the revaluation of the properties.
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NOTE 36

RESULT 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Result carried forward of the preceding fi nancial year 9 263 8 350

Result of the fi nancial year 23 024 19 469

Transfer of portfolio result to reserves not available for distribution -13 667 -10 452

Paid out dividends -8 208 -7 994

Capital costs deducted from equity

Transfer to the legal reserves -20

Withdrawal of the provision for maintenance -110

Total result 10 392 9 263

NOTE 37

IMPACT ON FAIR VALUE OF ESTIMATED TRANSACTION RIGHTS AND COSTS 

RESULTING FROM THE HYPOTHETICAL DISPOSAL OF INVESTMENT PROPERTIES

31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Amount at the end of the preceding fi nancial year -5 258 -5 143

Change during the fi nancial year -1 559 -115

Impact on fair value of estimated transaction rights and costs resulting 

from the hypothetical disposal of investment properties 

-6 817 -5 258

As stated in note 25, Retail Estates nv considers its 

property portfolio as a whole that can be disposed 

of as a whole or as a limited number of larger parts. 

In accordance with valuation at ‘fair value’ from its 

property expert Cushman & Wakefi eld, the value 

of the properties was reduced by 2.5% subject to 

the experts’ expected transaction charges at the 

disposal of the properties. A limited number of 

specifi cally identifi ed premises are, according to 

Retail Estates, very diffi cult to sell with this property 

portfolio, because the nature and/or location of 

these buildings mean they would have a negative 

effect on the value of the portfolio as a whole. These 

premises are recognised on the balance sheet 

under ‘assets held for sale’. Since the individual 

value of these premises lies below the threshold 
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of EUR 2.5 million, the complete transfer costs of 

the region concerned, amounting to 10% or 12%, 

are deducted. On 1 April 2004, the date of the fi rst 

application of the IAS/IFRS standards, the transfer 

charges that were deducted from the investment 

value amounted to EUR 4.9 million. This amount 

was recognised under this item in the shareholders’ 

equity.

NOTE 38

CHANGE IN FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Positive change in fair value of interest rate swaps 652 1

Total change in fair value of fi nancial assets and liabilites 652 1

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 147 091 133 169

NON CURRENT LIABILITIES (1)

NOTE 39

PROVISIONS 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Book value at the end of the fi nancial year

Total non current provisions

(1) This concerns all current liabilities except the current fi nancial liabilities.
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NOTE 40

OTHER NON CURRENT LIABILITIES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Guarantees received in cash 8

Financial derivatives 18 99

Other non current liabilities 42

Total other non current liabilities 18 149

TOTAL NON CURRENT LIABILITIES 18 149

CURRENT LIABILITIES (1)

NOTE 41

TRADE DEBTS AND OTHER CURRENT DEBTS 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Trade debts 135 233

Advances received from tenants

Invoices to be received 1 859 804

Tax arrears 521 1 637

Exit tax 5 699

Advances received from tenants 409

Other current debts 153 88

Total trade debts and other current debts 8 776 2 762

    

(1) This concerns all current liabilities except the current fi nancial liabilities described in appendix 44.
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NOTE 42

OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Dividends payable 172 206

Liabilities less than 1 year with related parties

Other 3

Total other current liabilities 173 209

    

NOTE 43

ACCRUED CHARGES AND DEFERRED INCOME 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Other charges to be attributed 757 779

Deferred revenues (rental invoicing) 470 478

Total accrued charges and deferred income 1 227 1 257

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES(1) 10 175 4 228

(1) This concerns all current liabilities except the current fi nancial liabilities described in appendix 44.
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NOTE 44

Non current and current financial debts

DIVISION ACCORDING TO THE DUE DATE OF THE LINES OF CREDIT 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Non current

  Bilateral loans - fl oating or fi xed rate 102 361 65 546

  Syndicated loans - fl oating rate

  Medium term notes - fl oating rate

  Investment credits - variable or fi xed rate

  Overdrafts - fl oating rate

Financial lease 335 439

  Subtotal  102 696 65 985

Current

  Bilateral loans - fl oating or fi xed rate 4 197 2 277

  Treasury bills - fl oating rate

  Investment credits - variable or fi xed rate

  Overdrafts - fl oating rate - variable rate

Financial lease 140 136

  Subtotal  4 336 2 413

TOTAL 107 032 68 398

DIVISION ACCORDING TO MATURITY OF NON-CURRENT FINANCIAL DEBTS 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Between 1 and 2 years 12 793 9 718

Between 2 and 5 years 23 987 56 267

More than 5 years 65 916
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DIVISION ACCORDING TO THE VARIABLE OR FIXED-RATE NATURE OF THE LOANS 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Variable rate loans 60 525 23 462

Fixed rate loans 42 171 42 523

The loans at a variable interest rate are fully hedged by interest rate swap contracts that swap the variable interest 

rate against fi xed interest rates. See annex 45.

Retail Estates nv has the following undrawn long-term borrowing facilities:

31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Expiring within one year 13 000

Expiring after one year 39 000 4 250

NOTE 45

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Retail Estates nv will enter the interest rate swaps as cashfl ow cover instrument and enters it at fair value.

At the reporting date the fair value of cover instruments was: 

THE FAIR VALUE AT THE REPORTING DATE  31.03.07 Per 31.03.06 (1)

in 000 € Assets Liabilities Assets Liabilities

Interest Rate Swap 670 18 100 99

Overview Swaps: 

1)  Interest Rate Swap at KBC bank for a notional amount of EUR 5 525, with a fi xed interest rate of 3.365% at euribor 3 months. 

Duration from April 2004 to March 2009.

2)  Interest Rate Swap at KBC bank for a notional amount of EUR 5 000, with a fi xed interest rate of 3.135% at euribor 3 months. 

The duration is from March 2005 to November 2009.

3)  Interest Rate Swap at KBC bank for a notional amount of EUR 37 000, with a fi xed interest rate of 4.0475% at euribor 3 

months. The duration is from December 2006 tot December 2016.

4)  Interest Rate Swap at Fortis bank for a notional amount of EUR 9 916, with a fi xed interest rate of 4.14% at euribor 3 months. 

The duration is from March 2008 to March 2013.

5)  Interest Rate Swap at KBC bank for a notional amount of EUR 6 000, with a fi xed interest rate of 4.2075% at euribor 3 

months. The duration is from October 2007 to December 2016.     

6)  Interest Rate Swap at Fortis Bank for a notional amount of EUR 13 000, with a fi xed interest rate of 4.07% at euribor 3 

months. The duration is from March 2007 to September 2013     

7)  Interest Rate Swap at KBC bank for a notional amount of EUR 5 000, at a fi xed interest rate of 4.08% at euribor 3 months. 

The duration is from March 2008 to March 2018.
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NOTE 46

AFFILIATED PARTIES

The company’s related parties are its subsidiaries (note 47) and its members of the board of directors.

Directors and Members of the Board of Directors

Board of Directors’ renumeration are entered in the corporate operating costs (see note 12):

31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Members of the Board of Directors 80 66

Directors

Total 80 66

The members of the Board of directors and directors don’t receive addidional benefi ts on the account of the 

 company.

NOTE 47

List of consolidated companies

The companies below are consolidated by the method of full consolidation

Name of the company Adress Company 

number

Capital share 

(in %)

Retail Estates Luxemburg sa Boulevard Royal 8

2449 Luxembourg

1993 2210 552 100%

Wickes Land Development nv Industrielaan 6

1740 Ternat

433 783 109 100%

Retail Warehousing Management bvba Industrielaan 6

1740 Ternat

425 631 644 100%

Kairo nv Industrielaan 6

1740 Ternat

408 230 636 100%

Brimmo nv Industrielaan 6

1740 Ternat

432 516 763 100%
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NOTE 48

AUDITOR’S FEE 31.03.07

(ex VAT)

Remuneration of the auditor for the audit assignment 28

Remuneration for exceptional duties or special assignments

- Other audit assignments 9

- Tax consultancy assignments

- Other assignments outside the audit assignments 43

The other assignments outside the audit assignments primarily concern the due diligence work performed by 

the auditor in the context of the acquisition of some companies. Due diligence assignments and other audit 

assignments fall outside the area of application of the one-on-one rule.

NOTE 49

EVENTS AFTER THE BALANCE SHEET DATE

Sale of the Hofstade premises

The premises in Hofstade were sold for EUR 

2,200,000 on 26 April 2007. The investment value of 

the property as estimated by Cushman & Wakefi eld 

was equal to EUR 1,979,000 on 31 March 2007. 

A capital gain of EUR 221,000 was realised with 

respect to this investment value. Compared with 

the original acquisition value, a capital gain of EUR 

407,000 was made.

Sale of apartment in Sint-Niklaas

On 11 May 2007 an apartment was sold in fi rst 

fi x state to an individual user in the recently built 

premises in Sint-Niklaas - Plezantstraat 268 for a 

price of EUR 0.15 million. This sale was made at 

book value.

Acquisition of control of Nithosa nv

Control was acquired of a property company that 

owns 21 retail premises and 2 SME premises in the 

province of Antwerp on 24 May 2007. The investment 

value of this portfolio is EUR 37.42 million (fair value 

of EUR 36.53 million). These premises generate a 

rental income of EUR 2.21 million, which represents 

an initial yield of 5.9%. Half of the value of the 

purchased premises is represented by a shopping 

centre along  Bredabaan in Schoten, whose most 

important tenants are branches of Krëfel, Baby 

2000, JBC and Bent-shoe. This location is among 

the top three locations in peripheral retailing real 

estate in Belgium.
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STATUTORY AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETING 

ON THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 

MARCH 31, 2007

To the shareholders

As required by law and the company’s articles of 

association, we are pleased to report to you on the 

audit assignment which you have entrusted to us. 

This report includes our opinion on the consolidated 

fi nancial statements together with the required 

additional comment.

UNQUALIFIED AUDIT OPINION ON THE CONSOLIDATED 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

We have audited the accompanying consolidated 

fi nancial statements of RETAIL ESTATES SA 

(“the company”) and its subsidiaries (jointly “the 

group”), prepared in accordance with International 

Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the 

European Union and with the legal and regulatory 

requirements applicable in Belgium. 

Those consolidated fi nancial statements comprise 

the consolidated balance sheet as at March 31, 

2007, the consolidated income statement, the 

consolidated statement of changes in equity and 

the consolidated cash fl ow statement for the year 

then ended, as well as the summary of signifi cant 

accounting policies and other explanatory notes. 

The consolidated balance sheet shows total assets 

of 264 316 (000) EUR and a consolidated profi t for 

the year then ended of  23 024 (000) EUR. 

The fi nancial statements of several signifi cant 

entities included in the scope of consolidation 

which represent total assets of 55 635 (000) EUR 

and a net rent income of 1 527 (000) EUR have 

been audited by other auditors. Our opinion on the 

accompanying consolidated fi nancial statements, 

insofar as it relates to the amounts contributed by 

those entities, is based upon the reports of those 

other auditors.

The board of directors of the company is 

responsible for the preparation of the consolidated 

fi nancial statements. This responsibility includes 

among other things: designing, implementing 

and maintaining internal control relevant to the 

preparation and fair presentation of consolidated 

fi nancial statements that are free from material 

misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, 

selecting and applying appropriate accounting 

policies, and making accounting estimates that are 

reasonable in the circumstances.

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on 

these consolidated fi nancial statements based on 

our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance 

with legal requirements and auditing standards 

applicable in Belgium, as issued by the “Institut 

des Reviseurs d’Entreprises/Instituut der 

Bedrijfsrevisoren”. Those standards require that 

we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable 
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assurance whether the consolidated fi nancial 

statements are free from material misstatement.

In accordance with these standards, we have 

performed procedures to obtain audit evidence 

about the amounts and disclosures in the 

consolidated fi nancial statements. The procedures 

selected depend on our judgment, including the 

assessment of the risks of material misstatement of 

the consolidated fi nancial statements, whether due 

to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, 

we have considered internal control relevant to 

the group’s preparation and fair presentation of 

the consolidated fi nancial statements in order to 

design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 

circumstances but not for the purpose of expressing 

an opinion on the effectiveness of the group’s 

internal control. We have assessed the basis of 

the accounting policies used, the reasonableness 

of accounting estimates made by the company 

and the presentation of the consolidated fi nancial 

statements, taken as a whole. Finally, the board of 

directors and responsible offi cers of the company 

have replied to all our requests for explanations 

and information. We believe that the audit evidence 

we have obtained, together with the reports of 

other auditors on which we have relied, provides a 

reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, and based upon the reports of other 

auditors, the consolidated fi nancial statements give 

a true and fair view of the group’s fi nancial position 

as of March 31, 2007, and of its results and its cash 

fl ows for the year then ended, in accordance with 

International Financial Reporting Standards as 

adopted by the EU and with the legal and regulatory 

requirements applicable in Belgium. 

ADDITIONAL COMMENT

The preparation and the assessment of the 

information that should be included in the directors’ 

report on the consolidated fi nancial statements are 

the responsibility of the board of directors.

Our responsibility is to include in our report the 

following additional comment which does not 

change the scope of our audit opinion on the 

consolidated fi nancial statements:

•  The drawing up and content of the consolidated 

annual report come under the responsibility of 

the Board of Directors. It is our responsibility to 

include the following additional statement that is 

not of a type to modify the scope of our statement 

about the consolidated annual accounts:

•  The consolidated annual report deals with the 

information required by law and agrees with 

the consolidated annual accounts. However, we 

cannot make a statement about the description 

of the main risks and uncertainties faced by the 
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group, as well as its position, its foreseeable 

development or the appreciable infl uence of 

certain facts on their future development. 

However, we can confi rm that the data provided 

do not reveal any unmistakeable inconsistencies 

with the information at our disposal in the context 

of our mandate.

Diegem, 29 mai 2007

The statutory auditor

DELOITTE Bedrijfsrevisoren

BV o.v.v.e. CVBA

Represented by Rik Neckebroeck
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2. BALANCE SHEET      
     

ASSETS 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Non current assets 233 912 173 906

Goodwill

Intangible assets 247 3

Investment properties 186 583 162 526

Development projects 60 1 749

Other tangible fi xed assets 213 444

Financial fi xed assets 46 798 9 164

Trade receivable and other non-current assets 11 20

Current assets 18 117 23 588

Assets held for sale 6 380 6 867

Trade receivables 1 289 868

Tax receivables and other current assets 83 200

Cash and cash equivalents 9 809 15 459

Deferred charges and accrued income 556 195

TOTAL ASSETS 252 030 197 494
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SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Shareholders’ Equity 145 051 129 746

Capital 80 303 80 294

Share premium 4 660 4 660

Reserves 54 898 40 471

Result 10 000 9 034

Impact on fair value of estimated transaction rights and costs resulting from 

the hypothetical disposal of investment properties

-5 462 -4 713

Changes in fair value of fi nancial assets and liabilities 652 1

Liabilities 106 979 67 748

Non-current liabilites 99 179 63 487

      Provisions 

      Non-current fi nancial dets 99 161 63 387

Credit institutions 98 861 62 949

Financial lease 300 439

Other non-current liabilities 18 99

Current liabilities 7 800 4 261

      Current fi nancial debts 4 335 2 283

Credit institutions 4 023 2 147

Financial lease 312 136

      Trade debts and other current debts 2 320 742

      Other current liabilities 173 214

     Accrued charges and deferred income 972 1 022

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 252 030 197 494
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3. INCOME STATEMENT 
    

INCOME STATEMENT 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Rental income 14 186 13 496

Rental related expenses -145 -133

NET RENTAL INCOME 14 040 13 362

Recovery of property expenses

Recovery of charges and taxes normally payable by tenants on let properties 981 971

Charges and taxes normally payable by tenants on let properties -1 077 -1 046

Other rental related income and expenses -12 26

PROPERTY RESULT 13 933 13 313

Technical costs -415 -575

Commercial costs -65 -69

Charges and taxes on unlet properties -16 -54

Property management costs -167 -523

Other property charges 8 -26

PROPERTY CHARGES -656 -1 247

OPERATING PROPERTY RESULT 13 277 12 066

Operating corporate costs -1 199 -1 131

Other current operating income and expenses

OPERATING RESULT BEFORE RESULT ON THE PORTFOLIO 12 078 10 936
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INCOME STATEMENT 31.03.07 31.03.06

in 000 €

Result on disposals of investment property 718

Result on sales of other non fi nancial assets

Changes in fair-value of investment property 13 756 8 755

OPERATING RESULT 25 835 20 409

Financial income 974 372

Interest charges -3 782 -3 268

Other fi nancial charges -120 -121

FINANCIAL RESULT -2 928 -3 017

RESULT BEFORE TAXES 22 906 17 392

TAXES -55 176

NET RESULT 22 851 17 567
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ORGANISATION CHART

RETAIL ESTATES nv

Real estate investment company with fi xed capital

KAIRO nv

Property

RETAIL ESTATES LUXEMBURG sa

Property

WICKES LAND DEVELOPMENT nv

Issuing house of real estate certifi cates

DISTRI-LAND nv

Property99.99%

99.99%

98.44% 

Certifi cats

77.21% 

Certifi cats

RETAIL WAREHOUSING 
MANAGEMENT bvba

Property manager 

99.99%

99.99%

99.99%

BRIMMO nv

Property
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VIII GENERAL INFORMATION

NAME :  Retail Estates nv

STATUS:  Real estate investment company with fi xed capital  

 established according to Belgium law

ADRESS :  Industrielaan 6, B-1740 Ternat, Belgium

TELEPHONE :  +32 (0)2 / 568 10 20

FAX :  +32 (0)2 / 581 09 42

E-MAIL :  info@retailestates.com

WEBSITE :  www.retailestates.com

RPR:  Brussel

VAT NUMBER :  BE 434 797 847

VAT NUMBER :   0434 797 847

INCORPORATED ON : 12 July 1988

STATUS AS REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT COMPANY 

WITH FIXED CAPITAL GRANTED ON :  27 March 1998

STATUTORY PERIOD OF ESTABLISHMENT :  Unlimited

MANAGEMENT :  Internal

AUDITORS : Deloitte auditors - Berkenlaan 8B  

 1831 Diegem, represented by Mr Rik Neckebroeck

FINANCIAL YEAR CLOSING :  31 March

CAPITAL :  80 303 403,79 EUR

NUMBER OF SHARES :  3 568 952

GENERAL MEETING :  Last Monday of the month June

SHARE LISTING :  Euronext – continuous market

DEPOSITORY BANK :  KBC Bank

FINANCIAL SERVICES :  KBC Bank and ING Belgium

VALUE OF REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO :  232.56 million EUR 

 (excl. value Real Estate certifi cates “Distri-Land”)

REAL ESTATE EXPERT :  Cushman & Wakefi eld

NUMBER OF PROPERTIES :  221

TYPE OF PROPERTIES :  Peripheral shopping real estate

LIQUIDITY PROVIDER:  KBC Securities
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VIII GENERAL INFORMATION

Contact list

JAN DE NYS (jan.denys@retailestates.com) Executive Director-CEO

KARA DE SMET (kara.desmet@retailestates.com) CFO

JOHAN JANSSENS (johan.janssens@retailestates.com) Property Manager

BERNADETTE ROSSEL (bernadette.rossel@retailestates.com) Property Manager

WILFRIED VAN LAETHEM (wilfried.vanlaethem@retailestates.com) Accounting Manager

MAAIKE DUBOIS (maaike.dubois@retailestates.com) Legal Counsel

FILIP BLATON (fi lip.blaton@retailestates.com) Assistant Property Manager

KRISTINE GEBOERS (kristine.geboers@retailestates.com) Management Assistant


